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In early 1988 Swedish Council of America announced that it would present its 
"Great Swedish Heritage Award"to Chief Justice of the United States William H. 
Rehnquist at ceremonies to be held on November 18, 1988 at the Dolley Madison 
Hotel in Washington, DC. Rehnquist, who is half-Swedish, was to be honored for 
achieving his status as the nation's chief jurist, a position he was appointed to by 
President Reagan in 1986. 
In a meeting with the Chief Justice's administrative assistant, I mentioned 
casually that if Rehnquist desired, the Council would research his Swedish 
genealogy. A week later I received a call saying that he would be delighted and 
within a short time the Chief Justice had supplied the necessary information so that 
I could begin the research. Much of the information on his father's mother's history 
came from a brief visit to the landsarkiv in Vadstena in August, 1988. The kind 
people at SV AR in Ramsele supplied the genealogy of his father's father. Although 
this line begins in Gavle, it quickly gets back to Varmla11d where Olof Andersson 
Renqvist (Chief Justice Rehnquist's father's father) was born in Frykerud parish 
on October 6, 1855. Five generations back we find the first of several ministers, 
Andorus Jome Renstrom, born ca. 1669 in Boda parish. Four generations further 
back gets us to the earliest antecedent to Chief Justice Rehnquist, Hakan Werme. 
This forefather was a sheriff (bailiff) in Kronoberg in the 1540s and later served in 
the same capacity in the judicial district ofTrogd in Uppland. For reasons yet to be 
ascertained, he was beheaded in U ppsala in 1558. 
This report is concerned solely with the Swedish ancestry of William Hubbs 
Rehnquist. Research was carried out in the summer and fall of 1988 on Rehnquist's 
paternal grandfather and grandmother, both of whom were born in Sweden. This 
report is not complete but does contain information on some of Rehnquist's 
antecedent family lines back to the mid-16th century (eleven generations). Most of 
the work has been done through parish records, now stored in the district archives 
in Vadstena and Gothenburg, and at the Research Center at Ramsele (SVAR, as it 
is known in Sweden). 
*Christopher Olsson is the Director of Swedish Council of America with offices at 2600 Park Avenue, 
Minneapolis, MN 55407. 
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Each person in this report is assigned a unique number, beginning with the 
subject (1), parents (2,3), grandparents (4,5,6,7), etc., according to the Kekule 
System, invented by the German genealogist, Stephan Kekule. These numbers are 
also used in the accompanying family trees. 
Ancestral Table 
(Ahnentafel) 
I. William Hubbs Rehnquist b. October 1, 1924 in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin (the subject of this report). 
I. 2. William Benjamin Rehnquist b. May 26, 1894 in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin (not researched). 
3. Margery Peck b. March 5, 1897 in Berlin, Wisconsin (not 
researched). 
II. 4. Olof Andersson Renqvist b. October 6, 1855 on the farm Lene in 
so 
Frykerud parish in the province of Varmland. (Frykerud is about 
19 miles northwest of the city of Karlstad.) He was the son of 
Anders Nilsson (8) and Kajsa Olsdotter (9). By the age of 20 he had 
become an apprentice tailor and moved to Linkoping in the 
province of Ostergotland where he worked for a tailor named 
Osterberg. On November 3, 1875 he moved to Norrkoping in the 
same province where he was rejected for military service. A year 
later he moved to Motala where he lived for two years. He arrived 
in Motala a few days after November 25, 1876, or just about the 
same time as Adolphina Ternberg. Two years later, on October 4, 
1878, he moved to the city of Gav le, staying there about 18 months 
before emigrating from the port of Gothenburg on March 26, 1880, 
at age 24. 
5. Adolphina Ternberg b. April 16, 1852 at Nykvarn (a mill) in the 
parish ofVreta Kloster. (Vreta Kloster, 6 miles north ofLinkoping 
in the province of Ostergotland, is Sweden's oldest cloister church, 
begun in 1120 A.D. originally as a monastery for Benedictine 
monks but soon changed to a nunnery for Cistercian nuns.) 
Adolphina was the second daughter of a farm hand by the name of 
Nils Johan Ternberg (also spelled Tarnberg) (10) and his wife Inga 
Lena Bengtsdotter ( 11 ). When Adolphina was 24 she moved to the 
city of Motala (about 18 miles west of Vreta Kloster). She arrived 
on November 22, 1876 and began work as a school teacher at the 
Motala Factory (Motala Mekaniska Verkstad). She lived in 
Motala for 3 1/2 years, leaving on April 27, 1880 for North 
America. 
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III. 8. Anders Nilsson b. August 4, 1824 on the farm Lene in Frykerud 
parish in the province ofVarmland. He was the son of Nils Larsson 
( 16) and Maria Olof sdotter ( 17). He was a farmer (hemmansiigare) 
on the farm Renstad in the parish of Boda where his wife Kajsa 
Olsdotter (9) came from. (Boda is a neighboring parish to 
Frykerud.) Anders died at Renstad on December 5, 1880, nine 
months after his son Olof Andersson Renqvist ( 4) had left for 
America. 
9. Kajsa Olsdotter b. December 19, 1831 in Renstad in Boda parish in 
Varmland. She was the daughter of Olof Andersson ( 18) and Marit 
Nilsdotter ( 19). She apparently emigrated to America on August 
20, 1886 at the age of 54 and nearly six years after her husband's 
death. 
10. Nils Johan Ternberg b. May 2, 1816 at Nykvarn in Vreta Kloster 
parish in Ostergotland province. He was the son of the crofter 
Goran Tarnberg (20) and his wife Brita Nylander (21). He was the 
oldest of four children. On November 19, 1848 he married Inga 
Lena Bengtsdotter ( 11) and the couple had their first child, a 
daughter named Brita Sofia, on August 16, 1849. In 1862 the family 
moved to the farm Kohagen No. 1 in the same parish of Vreta 
Kloster. Here Nils Johan died on October 3, 1876 of unspecified 
causes. Adolphina Ternberg (5) left for Motala less than a month 
later. 
11. Inga Lena Bengtsdotter b. December 27, 1816 on the farm 
Svikebacken in the parish of Flistad. (Flistad is about 4 miles west 
of Vreta Kloster.) She was the daughter of the crofter Bengt 
Persson (22) and his wife Anna Brita Nilsdotter (23). Inga Lena had 
five older brothers and three older sisters. Another brother was 
born in 1820. Inga Lena moved from Flistad in 1844 to the farm 
Sjogestad Norrgard in Vreta Kloster parish and then to Nykvarn in 
1848 when she married Nils Johan Ternberg (10). 
IV. 16. Nils Larsson b. March 2, 1791 on the farm Norra As in Frykerud 
parish in Varmland province. He was the son of Lars Nilsson (32) 
and Marit J onsdotter (33). He was a farmer (bonde) on the farm 
Lene in the same parish. 
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17. Maria Olofsdotter b. September 26, 1786 on the farm As in 
Frykerud parish. She was the daughter of Olof Anderson (34) and 
Katarina Andersdotter (35). She married Nils Larsson ( 16) on 
December 24, 1823, probably already pregnant with their first son 
Anders (8). Maria died at the age of nearly 58 on September 15, 
1844 on the farm Lene in Frykerud parish. 
18. Olof Anderson b. September 27, 1785 on the farm Renstad in Boda 
parish. He was the son of Anders Olofsson (36) and Brita 
Olofsdotter (37). Olof was a farmer at Renstad and died there on 
October 4, 1844. 
19. Marit Nilsdotter b. January 1, 1805 on the farm Ostra Takene in the 
parish of Brunskog. (Brunskog is about 10 miles northwest of Boda 
and Frykerud parishes.) Marit was the daughter of Nils Olofsson 
(38) and Brita Nilsdotter (39). She survived her nearly 20-year-older 
husband Olof Andersson ( 18) by nearly 30 years, dying at the age of 
73 on April 16, 1878 in Renstad. 
20. Goran Tarnberg b. May 29, 1785 in Orsatter in Vreta Kloster 
parish. He was the son of Jonas Goransson ( 40) and his wife Caisa 
Andersdotter (41). In 1808, at the age of 23, Goran moved to 
Linkoping to begin an apprenticeship as a tanner. This apparently 
did not work out as he returned to Vreta Kloster in 1815 with his 
wife Brita Nylander (21). They had been married on September 29 
of that year. When Nils Johan (10) was born, Goran is listed as a 
crofter (torpare). He stayed at Nykvarn until his death of unspecified 
causes on February 2, 1862. 
21. Brita Nylander b. May 10, 1789 at Nykvarn in Vreta Kloster parish 
the daughter of crofter Nils Nilsson ( 42) and Greta Larsdotter ( 43). 
She was the oldest of seven children, two of which died in infancy. 
She survived her husband Goran Tarnberg (20) by eleven years, 
dying on May 10, 1873 on her 84th birthday. 
22. Bengt Persson b. October 23, 1770 on the farm Svikebacken in 
Flistad parish. Bengt was the son of the parish shoemaker Per 
Bengtsson (44) and his wife Catrina Johansdotter (45). He served 
for a while as parish shoemaker himself but is most often listed as 
"crofter". He married Anna Brita Nilsdotter (23) on July 8, 1796. 
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23. Anna Brita Nilsdotter b. February 10, 1777 supposedly in Flistad 
parish. (Not confirmed.) 
V. 32. Lars Nilsson b. September 21, 1759 at Langstad in the parish of 
Grums. (Grums is about 13 miles south of Frykerud Parish.) He 
was the son of Nils Larsson (64) and Margareta Nilsdotter (65). He 
farmed at Lene in Frykerud parish and died there on May 31, 1824. 
33. Marit Jonsdotter b. 1756, she was the daughter of Jons Eriksson 
(66) and Kerstin Jonsdotter (67). She married Lars Nilsson (32) on 
October 24, 1788 and died at Lene in Frykerud parish on April 12, 
1829. 
34. Olof Andersson b. January 4, 1748 on the farm Vas by in Frykerud 
parish. He was the son of Anders Andersson (68) and Ingegerd 
Andersdotter (69). Olof was a farmer (bonde) and died on August 
16, 180 I at As in Fry kerud parish. 
35. Katarina Andersdotter b. December 2, 1745 at As in Frykerud 
parish. She was the daughter of Anders Svensson (70) and Karin 
Persdotter (71 ). Katarina died on May 29, 1830 at nearly 85 years of 
age, having survived her husband by nearly 29 years. 
36. Anders Olofsson b. February 12, 1749 at Renstad in Boda parish. 
He was the son of Olof Bengtsson (72) and Anna Katarina 
Renstrom (73). He was a farmer at Renstad and died there on 
February 16, 1835, more than 44 years after his wife's death. 
37. Brita Olofsdotter b. April 25, 1752 at Ostra Takene in the parish of 
Brunskog. She was the daughter of Olof Persson (74) and Kerstin 
Persdotter (75). Brita married Anders Olofsson (36) on December 
26, 1784 but lived only six more years, dying on October 31, 1790 at 
Renstad in Boda parish. 
38. Nils Olofsson b. December 3, 1758 at Ostra Takene in Brunskog 
parish, the son of Olof Olofsson (76) and Brita Kristoffersdotter 
(77). He farmed at Ostra Takene and died there on January 23, 
1809. 
39. Brita Nilsdotter b. April 9, 1769 on the farm Finneback in the 
parish of Brunskog. Brita was the daughter of Nils Andersson (78) 
and Ingeborg Persdotter (79). She married Nils Olofsson (38) in 
1793. 
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40. Jonas Goransson b. September 18, 1747 in Heda in Vreta Kloster 
parish. He was the son of Goran Mansson (80) and Chierstin 
Andersdotter (81). He was a shoemaker. 
41. Caisa Andersdotter b. July 13, 1749 in Sandbacken in Vreta 
Kloster parish. She was the daughter of Anders Palsson (82) and 
Margita Olofsdotter (83). She married Jonas Goransson ( 40) in 
1775 and bore him at least six children. 
42. Nils Nilsson b. April 1, 1760atKohagenin VretaKlosterparish. He 
was the son of the crofter Nils Jonsson (84) and his wife Brita 
Jansdotter (85) . With wife Greta Larsdotter (43), he had 12 
children. According to the minister, Nils had good health until 15 
days before his death at age 71 on April 22, 1831. His first wife 
having died in 1810, Nils married Maja Larsdotter on December 
27, 1811. They moved from Nykvarn to Blomelund in the same 
parish in 1816 where Nils died 15 years later. 
43. Greta Larsdotter b. May 5, 1766 in Ljung parish. (Ljung is about 4 
miles northwest of Vreta Kloster parish.) Greta came to Vreta 
Kloster and the farm Nykvarn in 1783 and married Nils Nilsson 
(42) in 1787. She died in 1810. 
44. Per Bengtsson b. May 17, 1739 in Sor by in Vreta Kloster parish. He 
was the son of Bengt Johansson (88) and his wife Hedwig 
Hansdotter (89). 
45. Catrina Johansdotter b. May 10, 1739 in Brunneby parish. 
(Brunneby, now only a church ruin, is 8 miles northwest of Vreta 
Kloster.) Catrina died on November 18, 1812. 
64. Nils Larsson 
65. Margareta Nilsdotter 
66. Jons Eriksson b. January 4, 1723. 
67. Kerstin Jonsdotter b. 1716. 
68. Anders Andersson 
69. Ingegerd Andersdotter 
70. Anders Svensson b. 1717. 
71. Karin Persdotter b. January 6, 1720. Died March 8, 1797 m 
Frykerud parish. 
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72. Olof Bengtsson b. June 28, 1714 in Rens tad in Boda parish. He was 
the son of Bengt Nilsson (144) and Ingeborg Larsdotter (145). He 
farmed at Renstad and died there on August 22, 1776. 
73. Anna Katarina Renstrom b. May I 0, 1712 in Boda parish. She was 
the third of seven children, three of which died in infancy. Her 
father was Andorus Jome Renstrom (146) and her mother was 
Maria Aman (147). She married Olof Bengtsson in Boda parish on 
June 16, 1736 and died there on March 2, 1800, nearly 88 years old. 
74. Olof Persson b. September 6, 1716 at 6stra Takene in Brunskog 
parish. He was the son of Per Gudmundsson ( 148) and Malin 
Olofsdotter (149). He farmed 6stra Takene and died there on 
October 27, 1790. 
75. Kerstin Persdotter b. September 17, 1721 at 6stra Takene in 
Brunskog parish. She was the daughter of Per Nilsson ( 150) and 
Karin Olofsdotter (151). She married Olof Persson (74) on 
December 26, 1743. 
76. Olof Olofsson b. February 7, 1731 at 6stra Takene in Brunskog 
parish. He was the son of Olof Persson ( 152) and Ingrid Olofsdotter 
(153). He died at 6stra Takene on April 26, 1802. 
77. Brita Kristoffersdotter b. February 15, 1730 at Bruket in Brunskog 
parish. She was the daughter of Kristoffer Kristoffersson ( 154) and 
his wife Kerstin Mansdotter ( 155). Brita married Olof Olofsson (76) 
on December 24, 1755. 
78. Nils Andersson b. January 25, 1740 at Nussviken in Brunskog 
parish. He was the son of Anders Olofsson ( 156) and Ingegard 
Olofsdotter ( 157). He farmed at Finne back in Brunskog parish and 
died there on April 7, 1805. 
79. Ingeborg Persdotter b. September 21, 1746 at Finneback in 
Brunskog parish. She was the daughter of Per Olofsson ( 158) and 
Brita Nilsdotter (159). She married Nils Andersson (78) on 
December 26, 1765. Ingeborg died at Finneback on April 25, 1815. 
80. Goran Mansson b. December 20, 1718 in Vreta Kloster parish, the 
son of Mans Jonsson (160). 
81. Chierstin Andersdotter b. January I, 1726 at Bjallosa, a large farm 
in V reta Kloster parish. Her father was Anders Jonsson ( 162) and 
her mother was Kerstin Haraldsdotter ( 163). 
82. Anders Palsson 
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83. Margita Olofsdotter 
84. Nils Jonsson b. November 19, 1726 on the farm Kohagen in Vreta 
Kloster parish. His father was Jan Hemmingsson (168) and his 
mother was Sara Nilsdotter (169). He was a crofter. Died in 1799. 
85. Brita Jansdotter b. April 2, 1726 at Tullan in Vreta Kloster parish. 
Daughter of Johan Olufsson (170). Mother's name is not given in 
the church book. She was the mother of at least · eight children 
including Nils Nilsson ( 42). 
88. Bengt Johansson 
89. Hedwig Hansdotter 
VII. 144. Bengt Nilsson 
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146. Andorus Jome Renstrom b. ca. 1669 in Renstad in Boda parish, 
Varmland. He was the son of the farmer Jon Elofsson (292) and his 
wife Birgitta Palsdotter Brunskogia (293). After studies in Karlstad's 
school and gymnasium, Andorus studied in Abo (in Finland) 1694 
and was called to Brunskog parish on June 30, 1702 to become the 
assistant to the vicar's assistant (komministeradjunkt) on the 
condition that he marry the vicar's assistant's daughter. He was also 
promised the position of vicar's assistant when it became vacant. 
Three months later the dean for that region Daniel Lagerlof visited 
the parish to ascertain if there was to be a marriage. Apparently 
everything was in order as Andorus was ordained on October 10 of 
that year. He did not marry Maria Aman until June 24, 1704 in 
Boda parish church. On April 10, 1705 he succeeded his father-in-
law as vicar's assistant in Brunskog and remained in that post until 
his death 36 years later. He was buried on June 21, 1741 and was 
called in the offical death notice "the very famous vicar's assistant in 
Brunskog parish". 
147. Maria Aman b. ca. 1687 in Boda parish, the daughter of the vicar's 
assistant Andreas Andrere Aman (294) and his wife Brita Brunell 
(295). She gave birth to seven children, of which three died in 
infancy. One son became a vicar's assistant in Blomskog parish. She 
died in Brunskog October 11, 1751 and according to the church 
books "lived a very beautiful life and had been patient in affliction 
64 years". What the affliction was we do not know. 
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148. Per Gudmundsson 
149. Malin Olofsdotter 
150. Per Nilsson 
151. Karin Olofsdotter 
152. Olof Persson 
153. Ingrid Olofsdotter 
154. Kristoffer Kristoffersson 
155. Kerstin Mansdotter 
156. Anders Olofsson 
157. Ingegard Olofsdotter 
158. Per Olofsson 
159. Brita Nilsdotter 
160. Mans Jonsson 
162. Anders Jonsson 
163. Kerstin Haraldsdotter 
168. Jan Hemmingsson 
169. Sara Nilsdotter 
170. Johan Olufsson 
VIII. 292. Jon Elofsson b. ca. 1611. Farmer at Renstad in Boda parish. Died 
in 1710, 99 years old. 
293. Birgitta Palsdotter Brunskogia b. ca. 1622 in Brunskog parish. The 
daughter of Paulus Nicolai Wermius (586) and Anna Andersdotter 
(587). She died in 1705. 
294. Andreas Andrere Aman b. in Amatt in Brunskog parish, the son of 
a farmer. He began his education in Karlstad's schools and was a 
student at U ppsala University in 1653 and was there till at least 
1656. Called as an assistant in the parish of Kil in Varmland in 1658 
and was ordained there in 1660. On March 8, 1669 he became 
vicar's assistant in Brunskog parish. He married Brita Brunell (295) 
and together they had at least five children, one of them being 
Maria (147). Died March 10, 1705. 
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295. Brita Brunell b. ca. 1648 in Brunskog, the daughter of the vicar in 
Brunskog Nicolaus Pauli Brunskogius (590) and his second wife 
Margareta Svensdotter Wibelia (591). 
IX. 586. Paulus Nicolai Wermius b. supposedly in Varmland province, the 
son of Nils Hakan Werme (1172). Paulus was first a vicar's assistant 
in the parish of Varmskog in Varmland province at the end of the 
1590s. He lived at Hungvik in Hogerud parish, also in Varmland. 
He was the first vicar in the newly-created parish of Brunskog 
carved out of the parish of Stavnas. He began his duties in 1621, 
being named to his post in a letter signed February 25, 1621 by 
Queen Kristina, the widow of Charles IX. He died on March 27, 
1642 in Brunskog. 
587. Anna Andersdotter alive in 1661. Had at least four children 
including Nicolaus Pauli Brunskogius (590) and Birgitta (293). 
590. Nicolaus Pauli Brunskogius b. probably in Hogerud parish 
September 8, 1615. Son of Paulus Nicolai Wermius(586) and Anna 
Andersdotter (587). Studied in Karlstad and Skara and later was 
enrolled in the school in Vasteras where he is listed as a pupil in 1632 
and in 1635. He is listed as a student at Uppsala University in 1635 
and 1638. Became vicar's assistant in Brunskog in 1640 and vicar in 
the same parish on March 9, 1668. He died in 1677. Married for the 
first time to Birgitta Brunia, the daughter of the vicar in Kil Parish, 
Christophorus Svenonis. They seem to have had three children. His 
second marriage was to Margareta Svensdotter Wibelia (591) and 
with her he had at least 10 children, the third of which was Brita 
Brunell (295). 
591. Margareta Svensdotter Wibelia b. ca. 1626, the daughter of Sveno 
Andrere Wibelius (1182) and his first wife (name unknown). 
Probably born in Sunne parish. Died in Brunskog on June 18, 
1699. 
X.1172. Nils Hakan Werme lived in Varmland province. Supposedly the 
son of Hakan Werme (2344). 
1180. (same as #586) 
1181. (same as #587) 
1182. Sveno Andrere Wibelius b. ca. 1592 in Bulltorp, parish of Viby in 
the province of Narke (the parish lies about 20 miles SSW of the 
city of 6rebro ). His father was a farmer. He was a vicar's assistant 
in S unne and Amtervik ( in Varmland province) in 1618 and became 
vicar of Brunskog parish on February 12, 1643. He resigned his 
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position on February 18, 1668 because of "the infirmities of old 
age" and died August 10, 1668. He called himself Sveno Andrere, 
Sveno Andrere Wibelius and Sveno Andrere Nericius at different 
times in his life. His children all took the name Wibelius (females: 
Wibelia), however. He had eight or perhaps nine children by his 
first marriage. His second wife was Anna Andersdotter (587), the 
widow of Paulus Nicolai Wermius (586), his predecessor. 
XI.2344. Hakan Werme was a sheriff on the royal estate of Kronoberg in 
Vaxjo in the province ofSmaland. (The county of Kronoberg takes 
its name from this estate.) Later he held a similar position in the 
judicial district of Trogd in the province of Uppland. He was 
beheaded in Uppsala in 1558. 
Sources 
Parish records at the District Archives of Gothenburg and Vadstena, as well as the SV AR Collection in Ramsele. 
Anders Edestam, Karlstads stifts herdaminnefrdn medeltiden till vdra dagar , 1-V (Karlstad 1965- 1975). 
-oOo-
The author, Christopher Olsson, congratulates Chief Justice William 
Rehnquist 
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The Chicago Exhibition of 
Scandinavian-American 
Artists in 1929 
Rolf H. Erickson* 
The Scandinavian-American art exhibition held in Chicago, 1-10 Dec. 1929, 
was the first of its kind, and since a similar exhibition never again was held, it 
remains the one and only time that Scandinavian-American artists exhibited 
together in the city. 1 Four of Chicago's Scandinavian groups, Danes, Finns, 
Norwegians and Swedes, were involved in its organization, but Scandinavian-
American artists from throughout the country were invited to exhibit. The exhibit 
itself was held at the fashionable quarters of the Illinois Women's Athletic Club 
(formed in 1918) at the corner of Pearson and Rush streets in Chicago.2 
The principal organizers were Thyra Peterson and her husband Charles 
Simeon Peterson. Both Thyra and Charles had long been interested in fostering 
interest in art in Chicago. Through the Petersons' enthusiasm, art exhibitions of 
Swedish-American artists had been held regularly at the Swedish Club on La Salle 
Street since 1911. The Norwegians had been holding annual exhibitions at the 
Chicago N orske Klub since 1920, and those exhibitions also were originated partly 
due to the urging of members of the Swedish Club (and very likely, the Petersons).3 
With the Petersons' wide circle of friends and connections, the successful staging of 
this exhibition was assured. 
There were two other exhibitions of Scandinavian artists in Chicago the 
month before, the Norwegian-American Art Exhibit 15-24 Nov. at the Chicago 
Norske Klub, and the Svenska Konstnarer (Swedish Artists) at the Edgewater 
Beach Hotel the last week of November. 
• Rolf H. Erickson is Director of the Circulation Department of Northwestern University Library in 
Evanston, IL. 
1Shows of Scandinavian-American artists were held in New York at the Brooklyn Museum before this. The "third 
annual" was held in Oct. 1929. American Scandinavian Review 17:10, 630 (Oct. 1929). 
2A description of the proposed building was published in the Chicago Tribune (I I June 1922, part 2, p. 19). The 
organization of the Illinois Women's Athletic Club no longer exists. (Emily Clark, Chicago Historical Society, 23 
Mar. 1989.) Today the building is Loyola University's Lewis Towers. 
3The catalog, First Annual Norwegian Art Exhibit by Chicago Norwegian Club (Chicago, 1920), has this statement on 
page two: "We extend our sincere appreciation for the generous interest to Svenska Klub, in our efforts for the 
exhibition of Norwegian American Art." 
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The 51 artists of the Norwegian-American Art Exhibition were invited to 
participate in the Scandinavian-American show, although seven, Bernhard 
Berntsen, 1 Anton Beutlich, H. Frette,2 John Hjellum,3 Michael Hoiland,4 John R. 
Larsen5 and Karl Mikkelsen,6 were excluded or chose not to exhibit. There may 
have been extenuating circumstances as was the case with Anton Beutlich who 
became quite ill and died not long after. 7 In addition, some artists had all of their 
pieces shown; others did not. Jonas Lie and Sigurd Schou, two of the most 
prominent of the Norwegian-American artists and both of New York, did not 
exhibit at the Chicago Norske Klub but did have paintings in the Scandinavian 
show. (As previous prize winners at the Chicago Norske Klub, Lie and Schou had 
not been allowed to submit works there.) For this Scandinavian show they may 
have sent paintings, or paintings by them may have been borrowed from local 
private collections. 
The Svenska Konstnarer (Swedish Artists) exhibition8 at the Edgewater 
Beach Hotel held the last week in November showed the work of 32 artists 
including Gotthilf Ahlman, Asgurd Goranson, Elizabeth Goranson, Carl Hallst-
hammar, Ed. Hanson, Alfred Jansson, Webster C. Kullberg,9 Axel Linus, 10 Martin 
Lundgren, C.H. Nelson, Anders H. Nordling, 11 Carl Olsen, Signe Palmblad, 12 
Mary C. Peterson, Florence M. Ruden, 13 Einar Soderwall, 14 N. Spolander,15 
Victor Tiberg, Carl E. Wallin, Axel Westerlind, and A.E. Dahl (who showed a ship 
model). Of these who also exhibited paintings (not any of the same pieces) at the 
Scandinavian-American exhibition were Gotthilf Ahlman, Carl Hallsthammar, 
Alfred Jansson, Martin Lundgren, Carl Olsen, Mary Peterson and Carl E. Walli_n. 
Martin Lundgren and Axel Westerlind also were listed as donors. 
The Svenska Konstnarer exhibition closed just before the Scandinavian-
American exhibit opened. The Svenska Konstnarer exhibition may thus have 
been held in order for artists who were refused entry to the Scandinavian-
American exhibition to show their work at the Edgewater Beach Hotel instead. 
'Bernhard Berntsen (b. 22 July 1900, Oslo, N) is now living in Falls Church, VA. 
2This may be Helleik H. Frette, painter, who resided in the basement at 3534 Wrightwood Ave. (Polk, 1928). 
J John Hjellum was the editor of the Skandinavens A /manak og Ka/ender, published by the John Andersen Publishing 
Company (Chicago) at least from 1927 through 1941. 
4Michael Hoiland (b. 15 Apr. 1901, Egersund, N) was living at 2727 N. Monticello Ave., Chicago; today (1989) he is 
living in Brookville, MD. 
SJohn R. Larsen was living in Lake Bluff, IL. He was born in 1848, Hadsel0en, N; d. in Oak Park, IL after 1918. 
6Karl M . Mikkelsen was living at 3550 Wabansia Ave., Chicago. 
7Interview with Anton's daughter, Vera Beutlich, Chicago, 3 Feb. 1989; the Beutlich home is at 3715 Monticello Ave. 
8"Svenska konstnarers utstallning," Svenska Amerikanaren, 5 Dec. 1929, p. 13; the exact date of the show is not 
known but the reviewer mentions the exhibit as being "the week before." 
9Webster C. Kullberg lived at 6506 N. Ashland Ave.; he was then a clerk at First National Bank. (Polk 1928). 
10Axel Linus, artist, lived at 1409 Carmen Ave. and worked at 5154 N. Clark. (Polk, 1928). 
II Anders H. Nordling's address was Route I, P.O. Box 64, Lake Villa, IL, between 1941 and 1948. (Swedish Club 
catalogs). 
12Signe Palmblad, artist, lived at 1119 N. Mayfield Ave. (Polk, 1928). 
IJF!orence Ruden lived at 3344 Rose St. , Franklin Park, IL between 1946 and 1951. (Swedish Club catalogs). 
14£inar Fabian Soderwall, assistant librarian, lived at 1626 Rascher Ave. (Polk, 1928). 
ISFridolf N. Spolander, p_ainter, lived at 827 N. Waller Ave. (Polk, 1928). 
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It is fashionable to talk about "networking"today, but the concept, of course, 
is an old one, and this Scandinavian-American exhibition demonstrates how 
people connected, or "networked," with each other in Chicago in 1929. 
The American-Scandinavian Foundation, as the sponsoring organization, 
naturally was represented by some of its officers: Peter B. Nelson (sec.), Charles 
Peterson (trustee and vice pres.), and Trygve Siqueland (sec. and treas., Chicago 
chapter). 
Scandinavian governmental representatives of Chicago were present. Peter B. 
Nelson, attorney for the Royal Danish Consulate General, was an honorary 
chairman. 1 Elmer Forsberg, the Consul for Finland at Chicago, was an honorary 
chairman, a participating artist, and a committee member; Oscar A. Hayskar, 
vice-consul of Finland, was a member of the Finnish committee; Oscar Haugan, 
former Consul for Norway at Chicago (1910-1916), was a donor both as an 
individual and through the State Bank of Chicago of which he was president. Olaf 
Bernts, Consul for Norway at Chicago, opened the exhibition. Henry Henschen, 
former acting Consul for Sweden at Chicago (1909-1914) served on the Swedish 
committee. 
There were several other Chicago institutions represented by the participants 
including the Art Institute of Chicago, the Arts Club,2 the Municipal Art League,3 
the Palette and Chisel Club,4 Northwestern University in Evanston, and the Union 
League Club.5 The Arts Club, the Palette and Chisel Club and the Union League 
Club were well known in the city for their own art collections. 
The Art Institute of Chicago was represented officially by its director Robert 
Harshe. Others were Professor Elmer Forsberg, Governing Member Jens Jensen, 
Trustee and Vice Pres. Frank Logan, Trustee and Governing Life Member William 
0. Goodman, and Governing Member Edith Rockefeller McCormick. Alumni of 
the School of the Art Institute included Christian Abrahamsen, Dorothy Visju 
Anderson, Elmer Berge, Ingeborg Christensen, Gustaf Dalstrom, Oscar B. 
Erickson, Lars Fletre, Frances Foy, Agnes Fromen, Thomas Hall, Olav Iversen, 
August Klagstad, Fred T. Larson, Oscar M. Lumby, Martin Lundgren, John 
Nyden, Carl Olsen, Karl Ouren, Torey Ross, Walter Rouseff, Agda Viker, Carl E. 
Wallin and John Wittrup. Forsberg and Harshe of the School were alumni as well. 
George Buckingham, Levi M. Johnson, Paul Schulze, John Sinding and Trygve 
Siqueland were members. 
In reference to the Municipal Art League, Trygve Siqueland was treasurer 
and director while Curtis Camp was immediate past president ( 1925-28). The 
Palette and Chisel Club members were Emil Bi0rn, Oscar B. Erickson, Fred T. 
Larson (founder), Oscar M. Lumby, Martin Lundgren, Karl Ouren, Torey Ross, 
Sigurd Schou and Paul Schulze. Union League members present were Henry 
Henschen (treas. 1916-1918), George Buckingham (pres., 1922), Curtis Camp, 
1 Peter B. Nelson was also the former Danish Vice Consul for the state of Wisconsin. 
2The Arts Club of Chicago is at 109 E. Ontario, Chicago. 
JThe Municipal Art League was active until the 1970s but now appears to be defunct. (Interview with Emily Clark, 
Chicago Historical Society, 23 Mar. 1989). 
4The Palette and Chisel Academy of Fine Art is located at 1012 N. Dearborn, Chicago. 
5The Union League Club is at 65 W . Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. 
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Oscar Foreman, Frank Logan, Paul Schulze, and George Woodruff. 
Northwestern University in Evanston was represented by Christian Abra-
hamsen who had painted a number of portraits for the School of Law; George W. 
Dixon (A.B. 1889); Oscar J.W. Hansen, who had created a bust of Joseph Medill 
for the School of Journalism; Professor Anna Hong, founder of the Art History 
Department; Chauncey Brooks McCormick(L.H.D. 1934); Northwestern benefac-
tress Mrs. Chauncey Brooks McCormick (Marion Deering); and Trygve Siqueland 
(Law 1909 and Commerce 1912). 
Many of the artists studied at the School of the Art Institute under well-
known teachers such as Elmer Forsberg, Frederick Freer, Charles W. Hawthorne, 
Frederick Poole, Wellington J. Reynolds, and John Vanderpoel. Hallberg, 
Hallsthammar, Sandzen and Schou had studied under Anders Zorn. Gustaf 
Dahlstrom and Frances Foy recorded that George Bellows had been their teacher. 
Asbj0rnsen and Sigfus had studied under Knut Bergslien in Oslo; Schou had 
studied under Christian Krogh and Aman-Jean in Paris. Westerlind had been a 
pupil of the Swedish painter and illustrator Carl Larsson whose work enjoys 
unparalleled popularity today. Oscar Hansen reported he had studied with the 
sculptor Auguste Rodin in Paris. 
The fact that another similar exhibition never was held may be due to the fact 
that The Great Depression had just begun; the famous stock market crash had 
happened a little more than a month before on 29 Oct. Most of the patrons and 
donors would have been affected by the crash. Two, Charles Peterson and John 
Sinding, certainly were. 1 
There may not have been many sales as a result. Without sales the artists 
would have had little eagerness to enter future exhibits. In addition, preparation 
for such an exhibition is costly and time-consuming for sponsors. 
For whatever reason, this catalog does not specify national backgrounds of 
the artists. It may be that the organizers felt it better not to identify the artists' 
ethnic backgrounds since representation from the four groups was very uneven. 
Counting those whose backgrounds have been identified, we discover that the 
Norwegians dominated the show with 48 artists, the Swedes had 30. The Danes 
were represented by only three (Christensen, Moll and Mundt) while the Finns had 
but merely Elmer Forsberg. The ethnic backgrounds of artists Arne Bodholt, Axel 
J. Claesson, Louis Jensen, William Nyegaard, Carl Nyquist, Emile Schou and 
Gunnar Wareberg have not yet been ascertained. 
Publicity for the event in local English language papers was sparse. Even 
though Mrs. Charles Dennis, wife of the editor of the Chicago Daily News, served 
on an exhibition committee, the Daily News neither announced the show before-
hand nor reviewed it. A brief announcement appeared on the society page under 
"Art Exhibitions" Wednesday, 4 Dec.2 The Chicago Tribune carried two notices. 
The first, on Sunday, I Dec., was in error: "Today in the Illinois Women's Athletic 
club gallery there opens the first Scandinavian-American art exhibit. It will 
continue through the month and promises to be of unusual interest." (The show was 
IJnterviews with Nils William Olsson, 8 Apr. 1989, and Marjorie Sinding Rennord, 21 Mar. 1989. 
2p. 13. 
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scheduled to close 10 Dec.) On Sun. 8 Dec. the Tribune published: "At the Illinois 
Women's Athletic club there is current the Scandinavian-American art exhibition. "1 
Svenska Amerikanaren , reviewed the exhibition Thur. , 5 Dec: 
An exhibition of Scandinavian-American artists opened Sunday at the 
Women's Athletic Club, 111 Pearson Street under the auspices of the American-
Scandinavian Foundation. The exhibition which includes 199 works in oil also 
includes works in watercolor and sculpture which are represented with 13 and 9 
entries respectively. 81 painters and 8 sculptors are taking part. From the names 
one can judge that a third of the exhibitors are Swedish artists. The largest number 
are Norwegians, the reason being that the painters and sculptors from the recently 
closed Norwegian-American exhibition are taking part in this exhibition.2 
The exhibition opened with a short program. State Treasurer C.S. Peterson 
introduced Mr. Rufus C. Dawes who gave a little speech wherein he spoke about 
the flood of culture resulting from the recent stream of emigrants to America 
which has made this country richly blessed. Following was a short speech by the 
Norwegian Consul Olaf Bernts3 who declared the exhibition opened. Mrs. Jacob 
Baur said many beautiful things about Swedish culture; Mr. T. Siqueland then 
thanked Mrs. C.S. Peterson and the other ladies of the Chicago Women's Athletic 
Club for their work for and interest in Scandinavian art. A large coffee table was 
set up in the hall and coffee was served by the club 's ladies. Even after only a short 
stroll through the exhibition salon filled with people, one was able to get an 
impression of the rich display of the exhibited art. 
It was agreed the Norwegians truly distinguished themselves, and they have 
brought forth their best artists for the cause. Jonas Lie, New York, with three 
marvelous canvases-one is of boats with hoisted sails on shimmering water, in 
charming colors and images and strong composition. Karl Ouren, who has been 
visiting at home in Norway for a long while, has a terrific piece, Fishers Coming 
into Svolvrer Harbor , where the snow-filled mountain creates a background for a 
harbor picture. These two alone , Lie's boats and Ouren's harbor scene, are worth a 
visit to the exhibition. Prof. Chr. M. S. Midj0, Ithaca, NY, has a splendid 
decorative piece where strong pines are drawn against large, white summer clouds, 
and Edna Vognild has a beautiful fall picture from Michigan. There are, in a word, 
many fascinating pictures which give fresh images of mountain and harbor from 
north to south. Elmer A. Forsberg represents Finland with honor; an unusually 
fine portrait entitled Maja and an interior from a Finnish sauna. Among the 
Swedes Birger Sandzen dominates with the picture, The Old Farm, a study in 
golden red and green, well executed and beautiful, together with Autumn Gold, a 
reflection in calm water. Alfred Jansson is showing a very beautiful winter picture 
and Charles E. Hallberg has a shining bright canvas from Lake Michigan. Leon 
Lundmark has two fresh marines and Carl Swenson an unusually beautiful fall 
1Chicago Tribune, Sun. I Dec., Part 8, p. 4; and Sun. , 8 Dec., Part 9, p. 11. 
2The exhibition referred to was the "Ninth Annual Norwegian-American Art Exhibition at Chicago Norske Klub" 
held 15-24 Nov. at the Norske Klub building, 2350 North Kedzie Boulevard, Chicago. 
401af Bernts , Norwegian Consul, was born 28 Oct. 1870, Oslo, N. s. Bernt Johan Olsen and Nicoline (Stenersen) B.; 
came to U.S. Nov. 1907; d. Jan 1936, Chicago. M. 25 Mar. 1915, Nora Peterson of Chicago. Children: Norma 
Adele, Eld rid Martha. E: Commercial College, Dresden, Saxony. 1891 ; graduated in law from U. of Oslo. Consul 
of Norway at Chicago from 25 Feb. I 918. Decorated with the Order of St. Olav. 1931. Home: 2936 Logan Blvd, 
Chicago; office: 360 N. Michigan Ave. S: WWC (v. 36) p. 91 ; clipping from the archives of the NAHA dated 24 
Jan. 1936. 
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landscape-a stream between golden, autumn fields. Mary C. Peterson has a 
beautiful flower piece and a very well painted harbor scene while Bessie Helstrom 
and Carl Olsen's flower paintings need no recommendation. Oscar B. Erickson's' 
Clearing Skies is a painting which everyone notices and Torey Ross's portrait of a 
girl in impressionist style is both lifelike and beautiful. Gotthilf Ahlman has 
presented a good portrait; Carl Wallin has two large canvases with visionary 
subjects, strongly and confidently drawn with good handling of color. Thomas 
Hall's Sentinels of the Wood is a pearl among the water paintings, of which the 
exhibition has a large number. 
Among the eight sculptors, one finds three Swedes. Miss Fromen's bust of 
Mrs. Chas. E. Peterson is a good portrait and well done. Carl Hallsthammar's 
pieces have already received their recognition in another connection.2 
There are several accompanying Norwegians who have works in wood and 
one of them, Lars Fletre, especially has life in his old men. In this genre, Hallsta, 3 
stands in a class by itself. 
The prizes will be awarded Sunday, December 8, at 7:30; there will be 
speeches by Mr. Curtis B. Camp and Mr. Robert E. Harshe. 
On Tue., 10 Dec., the newspaper Skandinaven, regarded by the members of 
the Norwegian Colony as its own newspaper in spite of its name, published an 
unsigned review of the exhibition and revealed its Norwegian bias with this 
headline: "Norwegian Triumph! Glowing Accounts about the Norwegian Partici-
pation in the Art Exhibition. "4 
The reviewer pointed out that everyone, including the Danish, Finnish and 
Swedish leaders, agreed that the Norwegians had had the most impressive rep-
resentation. That was appropriate because, he ( or she) went on to explain, three of 
the Norwegian-American artists, Christian Abrahamsen, Oskar J. W. Hansen and 
Karl Ouren, already were well established and famous for their portraits, 
sculptures and landscapes. Observing that the paintings were nicely presented on 
the two floors of the club where the exhibition was held, the writer noted that the 
light could have been better on the topmost floor. At any event, he was clearly 
satisfied because the landscapes by the popular Karl Ouren had been given very 
prominent positions which indicated that they were favorites of those who hung 
the paintings. Our reviewer paused to reflect how tragic it was that the recently 
deceased Sigurd Schou would not be painting anymore and concluded with 
remarks on Jonas Lie's masterful technique. 
There were eight prizes given for painting: one for$100 (from the State Bank 
of Chicago), three for $50 (from George Dixon, Mrs. Charles S. Peterson and 
1The author mistakenly places Oscar B. Erickson among the Swedes; he was a Norwegian-American. 
2The author refers to the exhibition of the Chicago association, Svenska Konstnarer (Swedish Artists), which held an 
exhibition at the Edgewater Beach Hotel the week before this exhibition. In a review of Hallsthammar's work 
from that exhibition (on the same page of the Svenska Amerikanaren) the author write~, "Among the sculptors 
stands Carl Hallsthammar in a class by himself. He has several wonderful carvings among which the commercial 
traveler[First Day on the Road][?} took the prize, also included was a very tightly composed statue from the west 
[Spirit of the West][?], an equestrian statue, a terrific cut, and seen with a true sculptor's eye. 
3The author must be referring to "Whoopee" among Fletre's entries. 
4"Norsk Triumf. Rosende Udtalelser om den norske Deltagelse i Kunstudstillingen." (p. 6). 
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Marcus Gustafson), and four for $25 (from Herbert Hedman, Birger Osland, John 
W. Sinding, and Trygve A. Siqueland). There were two prizes for sculpture: the 
first prize was $50 (also from George W. Dixon) while the second prize for 
sculpture had no cash value. 
Those who received the prizes for painting were: 
1st: Leon Lundmark for Early Mor_n 
2nd: Einar Lundquist for Loading Ice - Water Color 
3rd: Gustaf Dalstrom for Farmer 
4th: Carl Nyquist for Place de La Terte 
5th: Arne Bodholt for Entrance to Farm 
6th: Elmer A. Forsberg for The Finnish Bath 
7th: Carl Ringius for Gloucester Street 
8th: Henry Mattson for Flowers in Romanian Jug 
The prizes for sculpture were: 
I st: Oscar Hansen for Bronze Figure 
2nd: Agnes Fromen for Bust of Mrs. Chas. S. Peterson 1 
The catalog opens with the names of the Exhibition Committee, its Honorary_ 
Chairmen, and the four Scandinavian subcommittees called "groups." This is 
followed by a List of Patrons and Patronesses, the Jury of Selection and Awards, 
the names of Donors, the list of Prizes, and, finally, the Exhibitors, or the artists. 
The five advertisements are all in the back. Regretfully, there is no text. 
It appears that artists, as a group, generally do not leave behind many 
biographical tracks. (Catalog entries for the artists list merely the pieces exhibited 
and the artists' addresses.) An attempt to locate full information for all artists was 
made, but, by necessity, the biographical statements are uneven in length. 
The catalog itself is disappointingly unimaginative. The cover is a dull brown, 
heavy paper stock with the title page typeset onto it. It is more a checklist than 
catalog. The only illustrations appear in the advertisements; furrier Albin Nilson 
displays the Royal Swedish Coat of Arms while the L.M. Johnson ad shows the 
three exclusive picture frame styles the factory has for sale. Again, perhaps the 
Great Depression had a hand in this, forcing the organizers to save on expenses. 
The abbreviations used in annotating the catalog are standard: Denmark 
(DK), Norway (N), Sweden (S) and Finland (SF); states' names are abbreviated 
following U.S. Post Office guidelines. Data about education (E) and in which 
collections (C) artists are represented has been included. The memberships listed 
have been selected to illustrate interest in the arts or standing in the community. 
The abbreviations in the sources (S) refer to the bibliography. 
1The information on who won the prizes comes from handwritten notes in the margins of exhibitor Lars Fletre's own 
catalog. 
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THE CATALOG 
An exhibition of works by Scandinavian-American Artists given under the 
auspices of the American-Scandinavian Foundation at the Illinois Women's 
Athletic Club, 111 Pearson Street, December 1st to December 10th, 1929. 
Elmer Alexander Forsberg 
Exhibition Committee 
Honorary Chairmen: 
B. 16 July 1883, Gamla Karleby, Yxpila, Kokkola, SF, s. Adolf Alexander 
and Signe Katherine (Sonde) F., came to U.S. with parents, 1891; d. 1950. M. 
19 June 1915, Anna Olivia Sandqvist of SF. Children: Margaretha (Greta) 
and Neils. E: Art Institute of Chicago; study trip to Europe and SF ( 1911 ). The 
first Consul for Finland at Chicago from 31 Mar. 1924 until the consulate was 
closed in 1942 because of the war. Employed by Hemlandet (1898-1900) and 
by Charles A. Stevens & Bros. (1900-1903); faculty member, Art Institute of 
Chicago ( 1908); faculty member, Chicago School of Applied and Normal Art 
( 1909-1920). Forsberg also served on juries at the Swedish Club art exhibitions 
(see 1923, 1946, 1947, and 1949 catalogs). Member: Chicago Painters and 
Sculptors (pres. 1940); Chicago Galleries Association; Art Institute of 
Chicago Alumni Association. Chairman, Finnish Committee and member, 
Committee on Nationalities, Century of Progress, Chicago, 1933. Knight, 
Order of White Rose (SF) (1923). C: Art Institute of Chicago; Union League 
Club; City of Chicago. Home: 940 Galt Ave., Chicago. S: WWC (1936); 
WWW AA; Finns in Illinois, p. 229, 250; exhibition catalog, Elmer Alexander 
Forsberg 1883-1950 (Houston, 1982, 1 leaf folded). 
Jens Jensen 
B. 13 Sept. 1860, Dybb0l, South Jutland, DK, s. Christian and Magdalen 
Sophia (Peterson) J.; came to US 1884; to Chicago 1886; d. 1951, The 
Clearing, Door County, WI. M. 1884, Anne Marie Hansen (d. 1934). 
Children: Edward, Magdalen, Katherine, Edith. E: Agricultural college, 
Jutland and Tune; "in Berlin and Hanover, Germany (1884)." Landscape 
artist of the prairie school of architecture. From 1905-1920 superintendent and 
landscape architect of West Chicago Parks system; founder of the Clearing 
(1935), school for landscape artists, Door County, WI. Member: Friends of 
Our Native Landscape (pres.), Art Institute of Chicago (governing member); 
A.A.A.S. (fellow). Home: 1211 Elmwood Ave., Wilmette; studio: Ravinia. 
S: Christianson, pp. 5- 8; WWC (1926). 
Christian Olsen 
B. 25 Sept. 1864, Stavanger, N, s. Arne and Dorothea O.; came to US 1881; d. 
20 Apr. 1950, Chicago. M. ( 1) 1891, Jennie Johnson; children: Astrid, Harold, 
Thorolf; m. (2) 1910, Signe Jensen; dau.: Ethel. Designer of Carter Pirie 
ornaments for picture frames with Newcomb & Macklin ( until 1915); founded 
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the Regal Art Co. (1915) and was pres. until 1931. Founded Norwegian 
National League. Member: Norwegian Singers; Scandinavian Singers; 
Bj0rgvin; Chicago Norske Klub. S: Pioneer Social Club, p. 13. 
Mrs. Charles S. Peterson 
Gave $50 for a prize in painting. 
Thyra Alice Sofia Gabriella Hjertquist Peterson, b. 22 Jan. 1881, Chicago, 
dau. of Gabriel and Sofie Beate Hjertquist; d. 19 Aug. 1933, Chicago. M. 30 
Apr. 190 I, Chicago, Charles Simeon Peterson (see below). (Gabriel Hjertquist 
was one of the publishers of Svenska Amerikanaren.) Member: Swedish Club 
Ladies' Auxilliary (pres.); Swedish-American Art Society (founder). The 
collection of Swedish American art at the Smaland Museum, Vaxjo, S, is 
named for her. S: WWC (I 926); Thyra H. Peterson Memorial Exhibition; 
WWWA ( 1950). 
Peter B. Nelson, Chairman of the Honorary Chairmen 
B. 16 Apr. 1869, DK; s. H.P. and Marie (Nissen) N.; came to US as infant; d. 4 
Oct. 1960, Chicago. M. 30 Nov. 1916, Mabel Phillips, Kalamazoo, MI. He was 
the mayor of Racine, WI, from 1903 to 1907, came to Chicago in the early 
1900s and established his own law firm, Nelson & McFall, which later became 
Nelson, Boodell & Will. He founded the Chicago Danish Club, whose pres. he 
was until his death. He was the attorney for the Royal Danish Consulate 
General in Chicago, and was made a Knight Commander of Dannebrog 
(DK); Danish Vice Consul for WI, 1893-1912; sec., American-Scandinavian 
Foundation. Home: 3935 Pine Grove Ave., Chicago. S: WWC (1926); Mose, 
p. 82. 
Agnes Fromen, Secretary of the Honorary Chairmen 
Agnes Valborg Erika Fromen, b. 27 Dec. 1868, Ringarum, Valdemarsvik, 
6stergotland, S, dau. of Johan Fredric and Erika (Jonsdotter) F. E: Spent 
some years in Australia and Paris studying before traveling to the US; Art 
Institute of Chicago ( 1905-1909). Sculptor, specializing in small fountains and 
children's heads; also did "busts of Chinese merchants in China." Member: Art 
Institute Chicago Alumni Association; Swedish American Art Association. 
Home and Studio: 6016 Ellis Ave., Chicago (1926). C: Art Institute of 
Chicago; Englewood High School, Chicago; Wadsworth Public School, 
Chicago; Washington Irving School, Bloomington, IL; School for Crippled 
Children, Omaha, NE.; Forest Lawn Cemetery; Goteborg Museum. S: WWC 
(1926); WWC (1931); Sparks, p. 382-383; SK, v. 2, p. 252. 
Danish Group 
Jens Ericksen 
Also Eriksen, b. 9 Sept. 1881, DK, s. the Rev. Peter Eriksen who served the 
Danish Evangelical Lutheran Trinity Church in Chicago for eight years until 
his death 11 Nov. 1903 at the age of 38 . M. the dau. of Soren Svendsen. For 
many years Art Director at the Chicago Daily News "where he had charge of 
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Studio portrait of Thyra Hjertquist Peterson, the leading advocate for 
the Scandinavian-American Art Show 
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all illustrations." (Jensen, p. 247). Mose (p. 61) wrote that Jens Eriksen, a 
Dania member from 1935 to 1942, produced a calligraphed address to the 
King of Denmark on his silver jubilee as the reigning monarch, through his 
advertising firm. Director, Chicago Daily News, 15 N. Wells; home: 4030 
Lawler Ave., Chicago. S: Nielsen, p. 113; Den Danske Ev., p. 14; Polk, 1928. 
Jens Jensen (Honorary Chairman, see above) 
P.B. Nelson (Honorary Chairman, see above) 
Ove Vett 
Secretary, Lawrence Regan & Co., Investment Securities (Pres. Lawrence B. 
Regan; Wm. B. Healy and Edwin J. Ludwig, vice-pres., Clifford J. Baird, 
treas.), The Bankers Bldg., 105 W. Adams, Chicago. Home: 4357 Lake Park 
Ave. S: Polk, 1928. 
Finnish Group 
Elmer A. Forsberg (Honorary Chairman, see above) 
Oscar Hayskar 
Founder of the firm, O.A. Hayskar Bros. & Co., tailors, 101 S. Wells, Chicago 
(Polk, 1928). B. 29 Mar. 1879, Raahe, SF; came to US 1902; d. 1938. M. Aline 
Stahlhammar; d. 1938. Children: Ina, Eino. E: Four years of high school in 
Raahe; two years at business college. Worked in Raahe customs office and 
bookkeeper of the Kojo estate (Matka). In US he was employed by A.L. 
Sorsen & Co. through 1907; then by W.G. Smith & Co. as head of its Finnish 
dept. In 1908 founded the wholesale clothing firm of O.A. Hayskar Bros. with 
his brother Arthur. Named Finnish Vice Consul in Chicago in 1924; served 
until the consulate was closed in 1942 because of the war. Member: Chicago 
Chamber of Commerce, Chicago Academy of Sciences, Chicago Association 
of Consuls. S: Nikander, p. 62; Finns in Illinois, p. 229, 251. 
K.B. Roschier 
I have not been able to identify K.B. Roschier. However, eveh with a French 
sounding surname he may have been Finnish; there are eighteen Roschier 
households listed in the Helsinki (SF) telephone book and three entries for 
books by Roschiers listed in the National Union Catalog, all published in 
Helsinki. 
Norwegian Group 
Christian Olsen (Honorary Chairman, see above) 
Birger Osland 
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Gave$25foraprizeinpainting. B. l Mar.1870, Stavanger, N;d. l Aug.1963, 
Chicago. E: Kongsgaard School, Stavanger; B.A. Oslo Univ., (1888). 
Member: Norwegian National League of Chicago (founder); Den Norske 
Kvartet Club; Norrnna Literary Society (later Arne Garborg's Klub); pres., 
Norwegian-American Hospital. M. 15 Mar. 1890 Theresa Korsvik, Chicago. 
Scandinavian-American Art Show 
Children: Alice b. 1891 (Mrs. John Sonsteby), Helene (1893-1912), Mildred 
(Mrs. Omer Dahm) b. 1900. His autobiography, A Long Pull From 
Stavanger, was published by the Norwegian-American Historical Association 
(Northfield, 1945). S: Strand, p. 443; Pioneer Social Club of Chicago, p. 9-10; 
interview with nephew William J. Korsvik, Wilmette, 18 Mar. 1989. 
John W. Sinding 
Gave $25 for a prize for painting; lent paintings from his private collection. 
Johan Wilhelm, b. ca. 1882, Oslo, N; came to US and Chicago at age 30; d. at 
age 60, Sept. 1942, Evanston, IL. M. at age 30, Ingeborg Arnet, b. ca. 1882, 
Oslo, N; dau. of Frederick Arnet, Chicago; d. Evanston. Children: Thomas 
Arnet, b. ca. 1916, d. 1970; m. Harriet (now Mrs. D. Coder Taylor); John 
(Jack) Rennord, b. ca. 1918; d. ca. 1972, Philadelphia; Marjorie Rennord, b. 
1921, m. Robbert Rennord (no relation, now d.); lives in Evanston, IL. John 
W. Sinding at age 30 was the youngest captain in the Norwegian Merchant 
Marine; in Chicago he started as a house painter and then became a salesman 
for a marble company; started his own marble wholesale business; built a 
home at 627 Warwick Rd., Kenilworth, which he lost after the 1929 stock 
market crash. Received the Order of St. Olav (N). Member: Art Institute of 
Chicago (life); Chicago N orske Klub where he was the Chairman of the Art 
Committee for 1920 and 1921; served on the 1929 art exhibit committee; vice 
pres. ( 1921 ), pres. ( 1925). Mrs. Sinding served on the Committee on Reception 
for the CNK exhibits four years. S: CNK catalogs; interviews with friend Elna 
Hartenberg, Wilmette, 18 Mar. 1989; daughter-in-law Harriet (Mrs. D. Coder 
Taylor), Tampa, FL, 20 Mar. 1989; and daughter Marjorie S. Rennord, 
Evanston, 21 Mar. 1989. 
Trygve Siqueland 
Gave $25 for a prize for painting; lent paintings from his private collection. B. 
16 June 1888, Stavanger, N, s. Ludwig Albert and Hanna (Aske) Siqueland; 
came to US 1904. M. 24 Dec. 1910, Lovey Mabel Ida Thorp of Chicago. 
Children: Alyce Victoria and Margo Ida. E: Latin School, Stavanger; 
Chicago Law School (Grad., 1909, LLB); Northwestern School of Commerce 
(1912). Banker, lawyer, Col. WWI. Admitted to IL Bar 1909; vice pres. 
Foreman-State National Bank, 1929-1931. Military Attache US Legation, 
Copenhagen, DK, and Oslo, N, 1917-1919. Member: American and Illinois 
State bar associations; American-Scandinavian Foundation (sec. and treas., 
Chicago chapter); Art Institute of Chicago; Chicago Norske Klub (pres., 1921; 
chairman of Art Committee, 1925), Municipal Art League of Chicago (treas. 
and director); Knight Commander of Vasa (S); Knight Commander of St. 
Olav (N); Knight of Dannebrog and Slesvig Medal (DK). Home: 2156 Caton 
St., Chicago and "Wildaire," Bridgman, MI. Office: First National Bank, 
Chicago. S: WWC (1936). 
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Swedish Group 
Herbert Hedman 
Gave $25 for a prize in painting. B. 30 Jan. 1888, Chicago, s. Carl Maximus 
and Ragnhild Maria (Forsmark) H.; d. 17 Mar. 1970, Evanston, IL. M. 20 
June 1916, Lillian Noth. Children: Catherine, Jane, Margot, Carol. Business 
executive. E: Lewis Institute, Chicago (1907); Univ. of IL. President, 
Hedman Co., Chicago (1924). Chairman, Swedish Group, Century of 
Progress (1933). Member: Swedish Club (pres., 1938-39); Chicago Swedish 
Glee Club; American Swedish Historical Foundation, Philadelphia (member 
of the board). Knight of Vasa (S); Order of the Royal North Star (S) (1953). 
Home: 115 Fuller Lane, Winnetka, IL. S: WWC (1950); Chicago Tribune, 
18 Mar. 1970. 
Henry Samuel Henschen 
B. 29 July 1873, Brooklyn, NY, s. Rev. William and Hilda Johanna 
(Lilljebjorn) Henschen. M. 5 Mar. 1898, Edith Mountain, Chicago. Children: 
Robert Mountain, John Richard. E: Public schools, Evanston, IL, and 
Jamestown, N":; high school, Stock_h<_?lm, S; evening classes, Chicago Colle2:e 
of Law. Admitted to the bar, 1895. Banker, State Bank of Chicago (1889-
1920); founder, Henry S. Henschen & Co., investment bankers. Acting Consul 
for Sweden at Chicago, 1909-1914; Knight of Vasa (S); trustee, Chicago 
Academy of Sciences. Member: Union League Club (treasurer 1916-1918). 
Home: 4224 Hazel Ave., Chicago. S: WWC (1926). 
Adolph Lindstrom 
Also AustinJ. Lindstrom, b. 26 Oct. 1881, Moline, IL, s. Andrew P. and Inga 
(Olson) L. M. 28 June 1905, Esteline Martindale of Niobrara, NE. Children: 
Esther Inga, Robert Martindale. E: Public schools and Augustana College, 
Rock Island, IL. Banker, with State Bank of Chicago since 1918. Member: 
Swedish Arts & Crafts (treasurer); Chicago Academy of Sciences; Union 
League Club. Home: 1519 Hinman Ave., Evanston, IL. S: WWC (1931). 
John Augustus Nyden 
B. 26 Mar. 1878, S, s. Carl Gustaf Johanson and Marie Christina (Humble) 
N.; came to US 1895; d. 4 Sept. 1932. M. 9 Apr. 1902, Alma Tolia Hemmings 
of Chicago. Children: Mrs. Adelaide N yden Hill and Valborg. E: Valparaiso 
Univ. with George A. Fuller; Art Institute of Chicago; Univ. of IL. "for 
practice of architecture" (1904); "made four trips to Europe to study 
architecture." Architect. Pres., John A. Nyden, Co., architects. State Architect 
of Illinois, 1926-1927. Exhibited oil painting, Ruins of St. Karin Church, S, in 
the 1905 Chicago exhibit. Member: American Institute of Architects, IL; 
Society of Architects. Home: 1726 Hinman Ave., Evanston. S: WWA Vol. 
17, 1931-1933; wwc (1936). 
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List of Patrons and Patronesses 
Mrs. Arthur T. Aldis 
Mary Reynolds Aldis, b. 8 June 1972, Chicago; dau. of William Collins and 
Marie Antoinette (L'Hommedieu) Reynolds. M. 8 June 1892 Arthur Taylor 
Aldis, Chicago. Child: Graham. Author of plays. Founder, 1910, of the Aldis 
Playhouse, a little theatre at her country home. Homes: Lake Forest, IL., and 
122 E. 82nd St., NY. S: WWC (1926). 
Mrs. Jacob Baur 
Berta Baur, nee Duppler; m. Jacob Baur(d. 19 July 1912). Child: Rosemary. 
Vice-President Liquid Carbonic Co., and Federal Brass Works. After her 
husband died, Mrs. Baur became vice pres. of the Liquid Carbonic Co. and the 
Federal Brass Works of which he had been president for many years. 
Chairman of the woman's division of the Chicago Liberty Loan committee; 
chairman of the one hundred women who raised $1,000,000 for the guarantee 
fund of the Chicago Civic Opera; candidate for congressman in 1926 on the 
Republican ticket. Home: 151 I Astor St. S: WWC (1926); Gilman, p. 35. 
Mrs. Waller Borden 
Ellen Waller Borden, dau. of James B. Waller of Chicago. M. 2 Feb. 1907, 
John Borden, explorer (b. 21 May 1884, NY City); divorced Dec. 1924. Two 
daughters, Betty (Mrs. Egbert Pirie) and Ellen (Mrs. Adlai Stevenson). 
Home: 1020 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago. S: WWC (1917); WWC (1926); 
Chicago Daily News (7 Dec. 1929, p. 14). 
Dr. William Louis Baum 
B. 11 May 1867, Morris, IL, s. Harry and Elizabeth (Zorrman) Baum; d. 22 
Feb. 1932. M. 24 Nov. 1913, Mervyn Winston Lawrence. Child: William 
Mervyn. E: Morris Norman School; Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia 
(M.D., 1888); special courses in universities and hospitals of Vienna and 
Berlin. M.D. Specialist in skin and venereal diseases, Chicago Post-Graduate 
Medical School; dermatologist to St. Luke's Hospital. Member: American 
Medical Association; IL; State Medical Society. Home: 1508 N. State 
Parkway; office; 30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. S: WWC (1931); WWC 
( 1936). 
George Tracy Buckingham 
B. 21 Apr. 1864, Delphi, IN, s. Tracy Wilson and Helen (Clark) B.M. 1894, 
Victoria Donlon of Danville, IL. (d. 1922). Child: Tracy Wilson. E: Public 
school; student at night; law office, Danville, IL. Lawyer, Defrees, Buckingham 
& Easton. Lt. Col., Spanish American War. "Widely known as public speaker 
on patriotic and economic subjects." Member: Union League Club (pres., 
1922); Art Institute of Chicago. Home: 230 E. Walton Place, Chicago. 
S: WWC (1926). 
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Curtis Byron Camp 
B. 15 Apr. 1874, s. Eli R. and Harriet (Roberts) C.M. 2 June 1904, Eva F. Bell 
of Chicago. E: High school, Keokuk, IA (1893); State Univ. of IA (LLB, 
1897). Lawyer, retired (1936). Admitted. to IL Bar, 1898; specialist in patent 
law. Founder, Oak Park and River Forest Art League (pres. until 1924); 
founder, Chicago Galleries Association. Member: American Bar Association; 
Chicago Patent Law Association; Municipal Art League (pres., 1925-28); 
Union League Club. Home: 3300 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago; office; 1066 W. 
Adams St., Chicago. S: WWC (1936). 
Rufus C. Dawes 
B. 30 July 1867, Marietta, OH, s. Gen. Rufus R. and Mary Beman (Gates) D.; 
m. Helen V. Palmer of Washington Court House, OH, 3 June 1898. 
E: Marietta College (B.A., 1886; M.A., 1889). Pres., Union Gas & Electric 
Co., Metropolitan Gas & Electric Co., Central Indiana Gas Co., Mobile (AL) 
Gas & Electric Co., Jacksonville, FL., Gas Co., New York & Richmond 
County Gas Co., Seattle (WA.) Lighting Co., Pulaski Gas Light Co., Jackson 
County Light, Heat & Power Co. Businessman. Author of Dawes Plan in the 
Making. Home: 411 Clark St., Evanston, IL.; Office: Harris Trust Building, 
Chicago. S: WWC (1926); Bishop, p. 151. 
Mrs. Charles Henry Dennis 
Wife of the editor of the Chicago Daily News and author, Charles Henry D. 
Children: Ruth Elizabeth, William Andrew, Herbert Wilson, Mildred 
Blackburn (Mrs. Julian P. Anderson). Home: 1226 Michigan Ave., Evanston, 
IL. S: WWC (1926). 
George W. Dixon 
Gave $50 prizes for painting and sculpture. B. 16 Sept. 1866, Chicago; s. 
Arthur and Annie (Carson) D.; m. 2 Mar. 1902, Marion E. Martin of Chicago 
(d. 4 Jan. 1926); children: Marion (Mrs. Stanley Zaring), George W. Jr., 
Pres., Arthur Dixon Transfer Company. E: Northwestern Univ. (A.B. 1889 
and LL.B. 1892). "Member of more than twenty clubs and serves on thirty 
boards of trustees and directorates." Member of the Illinois Senate, First 
District, 1902-1907; served on staff of Governor Yates. Member: Union 
League Club. Homes: 1250 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, and Oconomowoc, 
WI. S: WWC (1926); Bishop, p. 167. 
Oscar G. Foreman 
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B. 1 Nov. 1863, Chicago, s. Gerhard and Hannah (Greenebaum) F. M. 28 
Sept. 1893, Fannie Mandel of Chicago. Children: Gerhard, Madeleine. 
Banker, Chairman of the Board of Foreman National Bank and Foreman 
Trust & Savings Bank. Member: Union League Club. Home: 51 Beach 
Road, Glencoe, IL. S: WWC (1926); Gilman, p. 65. 
Scandinavian-American Art Show 
Mrs. Eleanor Everett Freer 
B. Philadelphia, PA, dau. of Cornelius and Ellen Amelia (Clark) Everett. M. 
25 Apr. 1891 , Archibald E. Freer of Chicago. Child: Eleanor Freer Wilson 
(whose children are Edward, Barbara, Archibald). E: Private; musical studies 
at the Mathilda Marchisi School, Paris; International College of Music and 
Expession, Chicago. Composer; advocate of vocal music in English in English 
speaking countries. Member: National Federation of Music Clubs; Musicians' 
Club of Women, Chicago Artists Association and Chicago Women's Musical 
Club. Founder of American Opera Society of Chicago. Author of four one act 
operas. Home: 1420 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago. S: WWC (1926); Gilman, 
pp. 103-104. 
William Owen Goodman 
B. 24 Sept. 1848, Wellsboro, Tioga Co. PA, s. Owen Bruner and Susan 
(Barber) G. M. 31 Oct. 1878, Erna M. Sawyer, dau. of the Hon. Philetus 
Sawyer, US Senator from WI. One son: Kenneth Sawyer (d . 1918). 
E: Columbian Inst. and at Athens, PA. Lumberman, pres. Sawyer-Goodman 
Co.; vice pres., Goodman (WI.) Lumber Co. The Goodman Theater of the Art 
Institute is named for Kenneth Goodman. Trustee and governing life member 
of the Art Institute of Chicago; trustee, Chicago Orchestra Association. 
Member: American Federation of Art (vice pres.), Caxton Club; National 
Arts. Homes: 1355 Astor St., Chicago and Westbrook, CT. S: WWC (1926). 
Robert Bartholow Harshe 
B. 26 May 1879, Salisbury, MO., s. William and Emily (Robinson) H. M. 15 
Aug. 1907, Marie Fuller Read, Boston. E: Univ. of MO.; Art Institute of 
Chicago; Art Students League, NY.; Colarossi Academy, Paris; Central 
School of Arts and Crafts, London. Artist; director, Art Institute (from 1921). 
Member: California Society of Etchers, Brooklyn Society of Etchers, The 
Arts Club. C: Luxembourg Museum (etchings). Author of Reader's Guide to 
Modern Art, Prints and Their Makers . Address ( 1926): Art Institute of 
Chicago. S: WWC (1926). 
Walter William Head 
B. 18 Dec. 1877, "on a farm near Adrian, IL," s. Alfred Walter and Margaret 
Jane (Lambert) H. M . 7 Mar. 1900, Della Thompson of St. Joseph, MO. One 
dau., Audrey (Mrs. Raymond A. Baur). E: Normal school and business 
college. Pres., State Bank of Chicago (1929); pres., Foreman-State National 
Bank (1929-1931); pres., General American Life Insurance Co., St. Louis 
(from 1933); pres., National Council Boy Scouts of America. Home: 220 N. 
Kingshighway, St. Louis, MO (1936). S: WWA 1936-1937. 
Edwin D. Krenn 
B. 29 Apr. 1891, Vienna, Austria; came to US 1921. Unmarried. E: in Vienna 
and Zurich. Practiced architecture in Zurich; pres., Krenn & Dato, Inc., real 
estate, Chicago, since 1922; vice pres., Edith Rockefeller McCormick Trust. 
Member: The Arts Club. Home: Drake Hotel, Chicago. S: WWC ( 1926). 
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Frank Granger Logan 
B. 7 Oct. 1851, Cayuga Co., NY, s. Simeon Ford and Phoebe (Hazen) L.M. 15 
June 1882, Josephine Hancock, Chicago. Children: Rhea (Mrs. Charles A. 
Munroe), Stuart, Howard, Spencer, Waldo. E: Ithaca (NY) Academy; Beloit 
College ( 1922). Retired banker and broker. Mr. Logan was "widely known as 
an art collector while Mrs. Logan has been greatly interested in painters' 
sculptors' and musicians' work to such an extent that she ~as established 
winter quarters for the exhibition and sale of their productions at 9 West 
Washington Street." Mr. Logan: trustee and vice pres., Art Institute of 
Chicago; founder of Logan Prize Fund, Art Institute. Member: Municipal 
Art Collection Committee; Association of Arts and Industries; Painters and 
Sculptors Gallery Association (NY); Municipal Art League; American 
Federation of Arts, Chicago; Union League Club. Home: 1150 Lake Shore 
Drive, Chicago. Office: Art Institute of Chicago. S: WWC ( 1926); Bishop, p. 
309; 548. 
Chauncey Brooks McCormick 
B. 7 Dec. 1884, Chicago, s. William Grigsby and Eleanor (Brooks) McC. M. 6 
July 1914, Marion Deering. Children: Deering, Brooks, Roger. E: Yale 
Univ. (L.H.D., 1907), Northwestern Univ. (1934). Served in WWI as 2d Lt. 
and later Capt. Awarded Legion of Honor, Croix de Guerre; Commander, 
Polonia Restituta and White Eagle of Lemberg (Poland). Vice pres., Miami 
Corp., Member: Arts Club, Chicago. Office: 410 N. Michigan Ave.; home: 
2450 Lake View Ave., Chicago. S: WWC (1926); WWC (1936). 
Mrs. Rockefeller McCormick 
Mrs. Edith Rockefeller McCormick, b. 2 May 1872, Cleveland; dau. John 
Davison and Laura (Spelman) R. M. 26 Nov. 1895 (divorced 1921), Harold 
Fowler McCormick. Children: John Rockefeller (d. 1901), Harold Fowler, 
Jr., Edith "Muriel," Matilda (Mrs. Oser). E: Private. Member: Arts Club, 
Drama League, Friends of Opera, Penman's Club. Governing Member of the 
Art Institute; member: Field Museum. Home: 1000 Lake Shore Drive, 
Chicago. S: WWC (1926); Gilman, pp. 150-151. 
Mrs. Bessie Bragg Pierson 
Pres., Illinois Women's Athletic Club; home: 4164 Lake Shore Drive, 
Chicago, S: Polk, 1928. 
John C. Schaffer 
Renova of Chicago, auto accessories, I 09 N. Dearborn, Chicago; home: 5122 
Sunnyside Ave. S: Polk, 1928. 
Paul Schulze 
B. 13 June 1864, Osterode near Harz Mountains, Germany; s. Gustav and 
Henrietta (Roe.per) S.; came to US 1882. M. 24 May 1892, Ida Johl, Fairbault, 
MN. Children: Walter (killed WWI), Paul, Jr., Helen (Mrs. Edgar F. Burch), 
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Victor Hugo. E: High school, Osterrode. Manufacturer. President Paul 
Schulze Biscuit Co. ( 1924); vice pres. of Art and Industries; vice pres. 
Municipal Art League of Chicago. Member: Art Institute of Chicago; Arts 
Club; Palette and Chisel Club; Union League Club; Arts Club, NY. 
Home: 2305 Commonwealth Ave., Chicago. Recreation: study of art. 
S: WWC (1926); Bishop, p. 415. 
George Woodruff 
B. 25 May 1881, Joliet, IL; s. Frederick and Nellie (Davis) W. E: Public 
Schools, Joliet; Univ. of Ml; Sheffield Scientific School (Yale); Yale Univ. 
Law School (1903); studied banking in England, France and Germany. 
Banker. Vice-Chairman of the Board, National Bank of the Republic, 
Chicago. Member: Union League Club. Homes: 3156 Sheridan Rd., 
Chicago, and Joliet, IL. Office: National Bank of the Republic. S: WWC 
(1926). 
Jury of Selection and A wards 
Felix Russmann, Chairman 
B. 2 Aug. 1888, NY City, s. Carl and Hedwig (Siche) R. E: National Academy 
of Design, NY; Royal Academy, Munich, Germany. M. 21 Apr. 1915, Helen 
Montgomery, Salem, OR. Three dau.: Barbara, Felicia, Harriet. Artist. 
Home and studio: Palos Park, IL. S: WWC (1926). 
Emile Jacques Grumieuaux 
B. 7 May 1897, Gosslies, Hainaut, Belgium, s. Louis Phillip and Marie 
Antoinette (Hubinon) G.: came to US with parents 1899. M. 28 Sept. 1927, 
Mildred Anne Rourke of Sterling, IL. Children: Anne Eugenie, Philip 
Francis. Painter. Past pres., Chicago Society of Artists, No Jury Society of 
Artists ( director). Home: Palos Park, IL. C: Downers Grove (IL) High 
School; Illinois State Museum; Southern IL Univ. S: WWC (1936); Sparks, 
p. 409. 
Walter Valdimir Rouseff 
B. 1890, Sillstua, Bulgaria. E: Art Institute of Chicago under Albert Krehbiel 
and Randall Davey. Painter and muralist. C: Art Institute of Chicago; City of 
Chicago; Swift School, Chicago. S: Sparks, p. 581. 
Donors 
George W. Dixon (see above) 
Austin National Bank 
5634 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Thos. F. Chamberlain, President. S: Polk, 
1928. 
Transportation Bank of Chicago 
600 S. Dearborn, Chicago, Andrew T. Murphy, Chairman; George C. Jewett, 
President. S: Polk, 1928. 
Herbert Hedman (see above) 
To be Continued) 
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Date Names Place of Marriage Witnesses ~-::r 
1875 > 3 
fD 
774. 30 Aug. Axel Theodor Lindberg from Jonkoping Rectory Mrs. Bredberg; ::!. t') ID 
and Julia Sivertsen from Norway Mrs. Peterson = ~ 
fD 
775. 2 Sept. John Lundberg from Skaraborg lii.n and C.G. Bredberg = fD ID 
Hanna Peterson from J onkoping lii.n 0 IJQ E. 
776. 3 Sept. Isak Lifvergren and Hedda Carlson, both 
from Ostergotland 
777. 7 Sept. Harold Johnson and Amalie Michaelson, Rectory Mrs. Bredberg; 
both from Norway C.G. Bredberg 
778. 10 Sept. Henry Nils Nilson from Kristianstad and 
Josephine Johnson from Kalmar lii.n 
779. 18 Sept. Sven August Nilson from Ostergotland 
and Sophia Carolina Osterberg from 
Falkoping 
780. 18 Sept. Anders Johan W elin from Kristianstad 271 West A. Chapman; A. Swenson; 
and Sophia Carolina Sjogren from Indiana A venue P. Lindquist 
Kalmar 
781. 26 Sept. August Lind from Skaraborg lii.n and Rectory Emma Chari. Peterson 
Johanna Svenson from Ostergotland lii.n 
782. 28 Sept. Pehr Adolph Rosell from Skaraborg lii.n - - - C.G. Bredberg; 
and Mrs. Gustava Carlson from C. E. Bred berg 
Stockholm 
783. 2 Oct. Erik Peter Johanson from Ostergotland Rectory Mr. Olson and wife 
and Maria Larson from Kalmar liin 
784. 4 Oct. Peter Kilbiorne (?) from Narke and Carl Viet. Carlson 
Carolina Mathea (?) Hansen from 
Kristiania (Oslo) 
785. 5 Oct. Henrik S porron(g) and Maria Erikson, - - - Peter Peterson 
both from Stockholm liin 
786. 7 Oct. Johan August Bergdahl and Hattie - - - S. M. Winblad and wife 
Peterson, both from Jonkoping liin 
787. 8 Oct. Johan Lud. Peterson from Gotland and 
Ida Anderson from Lidkoping 
788. 8 Oct. Carl Oscar Lundin and Ida Maria 46 Ray Avenue Mr. Anderson and wife; 
Anderson, both from Stockholm Mr. Carlstein and wife 
789. 9 Oct. John Peter Soderberg and Esther Larson, Rectory 
both from Kalmar liin ~ 
790. 12 Oct. Johan Lind and Christina Johanson, both Ludv. Sjoberg and wife; > - - - = "' 




791. 13 Oct. Alfred Svenson from Ostergotland and Rosehill Mr. Peterson and wife; Mr. Lilja; "' n 
Mary Landark of Cook Co., IL Mrs. Appelberg :I" ;:;· 
I» 
792. 14 Oct. Nils Pehrson from Malmohus liin and Rectory 
lrQ 
- - - .E, 
Carolina Svenson from Goteborg ? I» 
:i 
793. 16 Oct. Sven Magnuson from Kronoberg liin and - - - ;· lrQ 
....J Ellen Nilson from Kristianstad liin 
II) 
"' IC 
0C Date Names Place of Marriage Witnesses rJ'J = 
~ 1875 ~ 
Cl. 
i;;· 
794. 2 Nov. John Peter Peterson from Vastervik and 14 Pleasant Parents of the Bride; :r 
> Mathilda Wahlstrom from Skaraborg liin Street Casper Anderson and wife 3 
~ :s. 
795. 6 Nov. Olof Westerdahl and Kjerstin Manson, Rectory t') - - - Sil ::s 
both from Malmohus liin ~ 
~ ::s 796. 13 Nov. Charles August Larson from Granna and A.G. Dahlstrom and wife ~ Sil 
0 Clara Fredrika Brown from Ostergotland ~-
~ 
797. 13 Nov. August Yllander and Anna Sophia Nilson, - - - Chas. Burgstream; 
both from Skaraborg liin Helena Anderson 
798. 20 Nov. Carl Svanberg from Eksjo and Johanna Rectory John Linden and wife 
Carlson from Ostergotland 
799. 4 Dec. Johan Leonard Stenquist and Inga 106 Wesson L. Svan and wife; Anders Swan 
Christina Erikson, both from Halland Street 
800. 15 Dec. Charles Birger Olson from Halmstad and Rectory C.M. Ellson 
Emma Charlotta Johanson from Kalmar 
liin 
801. 17 Dec. Sven Fredrik Janson and Augusta 
Wilhelmina Lindquist, both from Kalmar 
liin 
802. 19 Dec. Johannes Ross from Jonkoping liin and - - - Olof Olofson 
Mrs. Pernille Johnson of Chicago 
802. 19 Dec. Johannes Ross from J onkoping Ian and - - - Olof Olofson 
Mrs. Pernille Johnson of Chicago 
803. 21 Dec. Nils Peter Busch from Denmark and Betsy 26 Oakwood 0. Olson and wife; Peter Johnson; 
Olson from Kristianstad Ian Street Hanna Rasmuson; Lorina Johnson 
804. 24 Dec. Johan Samuelson from J onkoping Ian and 665 Archer A. Bergman and wife; 
Maria Palmgren from Kristianstad Ian Avenue Maria Palmgren 
805. 27 Dec. Charles Holm from Vadstena and Mrs. Rectory Mrs. Margr. Johnson; 
Anna(?) Nilson from Goteborg Mr. Stafsing 
806. 31 Dec. Jan Peterson from Blekinge and Charlotta 299 Mohawk P. Erikson and wife; 
Lovisa Anderson from Ostergotland Street Andr. Anderson; Ida Larson 
1876 
807. 10 Jan. Swen Johnson from Kristianstad and Rectory Gustaf Pehrson 
Josephina Amalia Ramm from Kristiania 
(Oslo) 
808. 13 Jan. Olof Lofstrom from Malmo and Christine C.G. West; Hilda Janson 
~ 
Janson from Hjo > = 




Ida Bohlander from J onkoping Ian 2· r,, 
810. 22 Jan. Johan Gustaf Ryden and Eva Stina G.W. Kinnblad ~ =-;:;· 
Magnus, both from Kronoberg Ian 11111 !IQ 
811. 22 Jan. Nils Nilson; Mary Hanson 
~ 
Anders Gustaf Larson from :: 





QC r,, .... 






812. 28 Jan. Henry Peterson and Johanna Janson, 112 Sedgwick Fr. Johnson and wife; > 3 
both from Jonkoping Ian Street E. Molander and wife n, .. ;:;· 
Ill 
813. 28 Jan. Peter Nelson and Anna Bohlin, both from Rectory C.E. Bredberg = 
~ 
Kristianstad Ian n, = n, 
Ill 
814. 12 Feb. Charles Axell from Skovde and Mathilda - - - Mrs. Peterson; C.E. Bredberg 0 
ir;!. 
Anderson from J onkoping Ian ~ 
815. 17 Feb. Charles Strom from Kalmar Ian and Anna Rectory Mrs. Ann. Maria Peterson 
Fryckman from Gavleborg Ian 
816. 26 Feb. Swen Tompson from Kristianstad Ian and Johan Wiberg 
Sophie Janson from Alvsborg Ian 
817. 26 Feb. Gabriel Person from Varmland and Beata Olof Johnson 
Anderson from Halland 
818. 3 March Peter Hanson and Johanna Mathilda 
Johnson from J onkoping Ian 
819. 14 March John Jong and Sophie Johnson, both 
from Aurora, IL 
820. 25 March Anders Svenson from Skaraborg Ian and - - - P.N. Allstrom and wife 
Sophie Sundholm from Kalmar Ian 
821. 9 April John Aug. Johnson from Goteborg and 268 Carpenter D. Gustafson and wife 
Anna Sara Johnson from Moheda Parish Avenue 
(Kron.) 
822. 15 April Olof Johnson of Chicago and Ida Sundell Rectory Mrs. Peterson 
from Vaxjo 
823. 6 May Johan Strom from Vanersborg and 63 Oak Street Mr. Ljungquist; A. Peterson; 
Amanda Christina Ekholm from Falun C.G. Bredberg 
824. 8 May Carl David Carlson and Gustava Rectory G.A. Johnson and wife 
Danielson, both from Ostergotland 
825. 13 May John Bergmark from Varmland and Carl Bergmark; Mrs. Bergmark; 
Sophie Anderson from Ostergotland liin Mrs. Emm. Jernberg; A. Strat 
826. 15 May Johan August Mannerstrom from Mr. Billow; 
Kronoberg liin and Arvina Eugenia Billow C. Mellin and wife 
from Stockholm 
827. 16 May Carl Gustaf Hindberg from Orebro and A. Gronquist; 
Helena Charlotta Gronquist from Mrs. Bredberg 
Stockholm 
828. 21 May Charles Wilson from Stockholm liin and Mrs. Peterson; 
~ 
> 
Christina Elferson from Varmland C. E. Bred berg = r,, !SQ 
Ill 




Augusta Mathilda Skarblom from ~ =-Ostergotland ;:;· Ill 
!SQ 
830. 27 May William Lind from U mea and Anna Henrik Carlson and wife; ,E. :: 
Sophia Carlson from Eksjo Mrs. Mary Johnson Ill .. 
:!. 
831. 27 May Emanuel Turner from Stockholm and Mrs. Bredberg; 
ID - - - !SQ ft 
Maria Toren from Ore bro liin 
r,, 




Date Names Place of Marriage Witnesses ~ " e: 1876 
"' ::r 
W. Armitage and wife; Mr. Akerhjelm; 
> 832. 3 June Fredrik Wennerholm and Ida Lovisa - - - a 
" Ekstrom, both from Ostergotland Ida Wennerholm; Augusta Peterson ::!. n 
ID = 833. 6 June August Olson from Kungalv and Emma Rectory Carl Olson ~ 
" Sophia Svenson from Kalmar Ian = " ID 834. 0 14 June August Olsen and Mathilde Evenson, both - - - Mrs. Bredberg IJQ 
E from Norway 
835. 16 June Lars Johnson and Maria Jacobson, both - - - Nils Johnson; 
from Malmohus Ian Nils Martenson 
836. 17 June Nils Johnson Crona from Karlshamn and Rectory J.E. Peterson and wife; 
Christina Olson from Kalmar Ian A.G. Johnson; Chas. Swede; 
Helena and Hanna Olson 
837. 23 June John Peter Engstrom from Gotland and - - - Anna Lena Benson 
Josephina Benson of Halland 
838. 24 June Anders Gustaf Y ngve and Mrs. Charlotta 36 Ohio Street C.J. Svenberg and wife; 
Johnson, both of Chicago A.F. Widman and wife 
839. 29 June Otto August Mathison from Jutland, Rectory 
Denmark and Esther Christina Oman 
from J onkoping Ian 
840. 29 June Charles Johnson from Helsingborg and 
Anna Erikson from Stockholm 
841. 30 June Charles Peterson from Skaraborg Ian and Rectory J. Lindquist and wife 
Christina Hillberg from Orebro Ian 
842. 1 July Erik Olson and Anna Anderson, both Hans Hanson; 
from Dalarna Ellen Sundberg 
843. I July Thomas Johnson from Norway and Mrs. Mrs. Lundquist 
Maria Johnson from Kronoberg Ian 
844. I July Ake Holmquist and Johanna Ljunggren, - - - Mrs. Peterson; 
both from Malmo Mrs. Lundquist 
845. I July Johan Oscar Rydberg and Cathrina - - - Charles Noren; 
Charlotta Hojer, both from Ostergotland Mary Johnson 
846. 5 July Carl Gustaf Carlson from J onkoping Ian - - - Daniel Larson; 
and Augusta Ulrika Olson from Orebro Augusta Peterson 
847. 18 July John Holmstein from Kristianstad and 863 Prairie Mr. Tideman and wife 
Anna Sophia Tideman from Varmland Avenue 
848. 18 July Alexander Peterson from Vaxjo and Rectory C. Lindquist and wife ~ • Sophia Hogberg from Stockholm = r,, 
IJCI • 
849. 28 July Abraham Anderson and Anna Bengtson, Seth Lyberg and wife :::!. = r,, 
both from J onkoping Ian r; 
=-
850. 29 July Frank Oscar Wennerberg and Johanna - - - - - - ;;· • IJCI 
Mathilda Gustaf son, both from Kalmar ,2, 




!JI (To be Continued) il 
A Journeyman's Pass Book 
from Stockholm 
Nils William Olsson 
When the trade guilds were disbanded in Sweden in 1864 by governmental 
decree many regulations and rules for artisans and tradesmen disappeared. 
Whereas the various guilds had been under strict official control which affected 
masters, journeymen and apprentices alike, the new era of freedom for both 
vendor and artisan caused some apprehension that the quality of goods put out by 
the various trades would suffer. Trade associations called hantverksforeningar 
sprang up by which various classes of trades would band themselves together and 
cooperate in order to assure themselves of the very best quality of workmanship, 
whatever the trade might be. Hence a system gradually developed which operated 
without governmental controls but instead depended upon voluntary efforts of the 
members of the associations. The old forms were re-introduced such as pass books 
for the apprentice and the journeyman as well as diplomas for the artisan as he 
moved up the ladder from apprentice to journeyman to master. 
Recently such a journeyman's pass book was found in a collection of Swedish 
memorabilia at the American Swedish Institute in Minneapolis. The book is made 
out in the name of Per Hansson Wallin, a journeyman carpenter and signed by the 
president of the trade association in Trelleborg 8 Nov. 1892; the day that Per 
Hansson Wallin was accepted as a journeyman carpenter. The book carries the 
name of the journeyman, his date of birth, which was 15 Dec. 1871 and his place of 
birth, which was Trelleborg. 
The pass book was carried by the journeyman as he travelled from employer 
to employer. As he finished a certain period of employment and wished to move 
on, the master signed the book with his recommendation to the next employer. In 
Per Hansson Wallin's book we find entries by four different master carpenters. 
Wallin or Vallin as his name was occasionally written, worked first in his 
home town of Trelleborg. Here he stayed six years and two months, when his 
master, D. Clementsson signed the book 27 Dec. 1894 and gave him a very good 
recommendation. Next we find Wallin in Goteborg, where he was employed by the 
firm of J.A. Landen & Co. Here he stayed four years, receiving his recommenda-
tion 4 Feb. 1898. His next stop was Stockholm where he was employed by August 
Akerblom, already three days after having left Goteborg. Again he was given a fine 
recommendation as he left Akerblom's employ on 24 Dec. 1899. 
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There is now an hiatus in the pass book. The next and last entry tells us that he 
left the carpentry shop of A.F. Pettersson in Stockholm 4 March 1902, after having 
worked for him since 24 June 1901. 
Documents like these can be very useful in outlining a career of an artisan or 
tradesman as he moved about the country adding experience and expertise to his 
craft. The pass book also gives us a good character analysis of the person as the 
master wrote his recommendation. In Wallin's case we find that his last employer, 
A.F. Pettersson has the following statement-"he had conducted himself in the 
most honorable fashion, that he had been honest, sober, loyal and dependable in 
every respect." So far as his carpentry trade was concerned Pettersson could not 
have been more pleased and "recommended him highly to other master 
carpenters." 
Ge.~ii.Ubol.-. om .JO -.~idm· 
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Ancestor Tables 
Ancestor Tables will be printed from time to time on a space-available basis 
and for subscribers only. The editor assumes no responsibility for the material 
submitted and reserves the right to edit the material to conform to a general format. 
XXVII. Elizabeth Erickson 
(Submitted by her daughter, Janet Humphries Crabaugh, 73 Calle 
Conejo, Alpine, CA 92001) 
I. ERICKSON, Elizabeth, b. Bisbee, AZ 27 Jan. 1909; m. Hershel Humphries. 
I. 2. ERICKSON, Albert, b. (WIKSTROM, Nils Albert) in Gaddvik, Nederluleii Parish 
(Norr.)' 3 Jan. 1872; d. in Bisbee, AZ 21 May 1936; m. Tombstone, AZ I Sept. 1897 
3. LARSON, Christina Elisabet, b. in Ersnas, Nederlulea Parish 16 July 1873; d . Bisbee, 
AZ 23 Sept. 1957. 
II. 4. WIKSTROM, Carl Erik, b. in Rutvik, Nederlulea Parish 31 Aug. 1831; d. in Gaddvik II 
July 1911; m. 18 Oct. 1863 
5. LARSDOTTER, Anna Fredrika, b. in Sunderbyn, Nederlulea Parish 2 March 1834; d . 
in Gaddvik 15 May 1900. 
6. LARSSON, Lars Petter, b. in Ersnas 14 Sept. 1828; d . in Ersnas 17 April 1900; m. 20 
Feb. 1853 
7. JOHANSDOTTER, Brita Johanna, b. in Ersnas 28 March 1830; d. in Ersnas 21 Dec. 
1907. 
Ill. 8. WIKSTROM DRYG, Johan Pehrsson, b. in Rutvik 31 Dec. 1799; d. in Rutvik 14June 
1838; m. 29 April 1820 
9. AKERSTROM, Maria Catharina, b. in Boden, Overlulea Parish(Norr.) 17 Dec. 1797; 
d. in Rutvik 23 Dec. 1872. 
IO. ERIKSSON, Lars, b. in Sunderbyn 5 Sept. 1802; d . in Sunderbyn 26 March 1883; m. in 
Sunderbyn 12 May 1833 
11. SUNDSTROM, Sara Greta Eriksdotter, b. in Sunderbyn 16 Nov. 1808; d. in Sunderbyn 
28 Jan. 1880. 
12. JONSSON, Lars Fredrik, b. in Ersnas 2 Oct. 1799; d. in Ersnas 16 Jan. 1876; m. in 
Ersnas 4 Feb. 1826 
13. OLOFSDOTTER, Anna Brita, b. 21 Aug. 1806; d. in Ersnas 5 April 1880. 
14. JACOBSSON, Johannes, b. in Ersnas 2 Jan. 1792; d. in Ersnas 11 May 1875; m. in 
Ersnas 26 April 1818 
15. BOMAN, Anna Maria Nilsdotter, b. in Mattsund , Nederlulea Parish 22 Oct. 1790; d . in 
Ersnas 11 April 1874. 
IV. 16. WIKSTROM DRYG, Petter Pehrsson, b. in Rutvik 9 Aug. 1753; d. in Rutvikca. 1806; 
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m. 28 March 1785 
17. JACOBSDOTTER, Catharina, b. in Kallax 18 April 1760; d . in Rutvik, Nederlulea 
Parish ca. 1807. 
18. AKERSTROM, Jons, b. in Bredaker, Nederlulea Parish 12 Oct. 1758; d . in Boden 4 
June 1823; m. 16 April 1782 
19. NILSDOTTER, Margreta Catharina, b. in Boden 25 Sept. 1760; d. in Boden 18 July 
1827. 
20. ISAKSSON, Erik, b. in Sunderbyn 24 Nov. 1754; d . in Sunderbyn 19 Nov. 1842; m. 18 
Feb. 1785 
21 . JOHANSDOTTER, Helena, b. in Sunderbyn or Rutvik 12 Nov. 1763; d. in Sunderbyn 
18 July 1824. 
Ancestor Tables 
22. SUNDSTROM, Erik, b. in Sunderbyn 1778; d. in Sunderbyn 6 July 1836; m. in 
Sunderbyn 1800 
23. WESSERGREN, Anna Maria, b. in Brandon 1771; d. in Sunderbyn 30 Dec. 1839. 
24. MANSSON, Jons, b. in Ersnas 30 Aug. 1771; d. in Ersnas 25 Sept. 1822; m. in Ersnas I 
Nov. 1796 
25. LARSDOTTER, Dordi, b. in Ersnas 14 March 1768; d. in Ersnas I May 1841. 
26. OLOFSSON, Olof, b. in Ersnas 2 Oct. 1777; m. Ersnas 20 April 1806 
27. ISAKSDOTTER, Christina, b. in Mattsund 12 Nov. 1784; d. Ersnas 27 April 1861. 
28. JOHANSSON, Jacob, b. in Ersnas 6 Aug. 1761; d. in Ersnas 14Jan. 1844; m. in Ersnas 
25 Feb. 1790 
29. JONSDOTTER, Helena, b. in Ersnas 9 Dec. 1755; d. in Ersnas 14 June 1802. 
30. BOMAN, Nils Nilsson, b. in Mattsund 29 April 1756; cl . in Mattsund 30 Jan. 1835; m. 
31. NILSDOTTER, Lisa, b. in Mattsund ca. 1755; d. in Mattsund 26 Feb. 1804. 
V. 32. PARSSON DRYG, Par, b. in Rutvik 1722; d. in Rutvik 5 Sept. 1799; m. 
33. NILSDOTTER, Kierstin, b. in Sundom in May 1710; d. in Rutvik 13 Oct. 1753. 
34. ELIASSON, Jacob, b. in Langnas 19 March 1727 m. 
35. JONSDOTTER, Lisa. 
36. AKERSTROM, Jons Johansson, b. in Bredaker; m. 7 Feb. 1753 
37. PARSDOTTER, Anna, b. in Person, Nederlulea Parish. 
38. NORDENQUIST, Nils Ericsson, b. in Boden 21 Nov. 1736; d. in Boden 27 Jan. 1812; m. 
in Boden 20 April 1760 
39. HACKZELL, Magdalena, b. in Boden 25 Jan. 1742; d. in Boden 14 Feb. 1827. 
40. LARSSON, Isak, b. in Sunderbyn 1724; d. in Sunderbyn 16 Dec. 1806; m. in Sunderbyn 
II Dec. 1753 
41. ERICSDOTTER, Christina, b. 1730; d. in Sunderbyn 11 Dec. 1808. 
42. JOHANSSON, Johan, b. in Rutvik 8 Aug. 1728; d. in Bredaker I Jan. 1803; m. 1748 
43. PARSDOTTER, Maria, b. in Antnas, Nederlulea Parish. 
48. KNUTSSON, Mans, also known as LEJON, Magnus, b. in Ersnas 1737; d. in Ersnas 31 
May 1807; m. in Ersnas 10 Dec. 1769 
49. HANSDOTTER, Dordi, b. in Angesbyn, Nederlulea Parish 16 Sept. 1742; d. in Ersnas 
29 July 1810. 
50. HANSSON, Lars, b. in Ersnas 1735; d. in Ersnas 24 Feb. 1820; m. in Ersnas 2 July 1765 
51. NILSDOTTER, Carin, b. in Ersnas 1730. 
52. KNUTSSON, Olof, b. in the city of Lulea 17 March 1736; d. in Ersnas 18 June 1822; m. 
in Ersnas 22 June 1759 
53. NILSDOTTER, Anna, b. in Ersnas 11 Feb. 1737; d. in Ersnas 2 Oct. 1777. 
54. JACOBSSON, Isak, b. in Savastbyn in Overlulea Parish 9 Jan. 1755; m. 14 Feb. 1782 
55. NILSDOTTER, Catharina, b. in Ungnas in Nederlulea Parish ca. 1757. 
56. PEHRSSON, Johan. 
57. OLOFSDOTTER, Anna, b. ca. 1727; d. in Ersnas 3 March 1809. 
58. NILSSON, Jons, b. in Sunderbyn. 
59. NILSDOTTER, Ella, b. in Sunderbyn; d. 6 July 1778. 
60. JONSSON, Nils, b. in Mattsund. 
61. JOHANSDOTTER, Anna, b. in Bensbyn, Nederlulea Parish . 
62. JOHANSSON, Nils, b. in Skelleftea; d. 16 Nov. 1790; m. 25 March 1752 
63. PALSDOTTER, Caisa, b. in Mattsund 29 Nov. 1730; d. Mattsund 8 Aug. 1822. 
VI. 64. PARSSON, Par, b. 1699; d. 5 Jan. 1786. 
66. LARSSON, Nils. 
67. ANDERSDOTTER, Kierstin. 
74. PARSSON, Par, b. in Person. 
75. ANDERSDOTTER, Margareta, b. in Person. 
76. NILSSON, Eric. 
77. PARSDOTTER, Brita, b. in Boden 1707; d. in Boden 26 Nov. 1790. 
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78. HACKZELL, Esaias,2 b. in the city of Luleain April 1707; surveyor, d. in Lulea21 Feb. 
1762; m. 
79. MELLIN, Margareta,3 b. in Lovanger Parish (Vbn.) and baptized 12 Feb. 1714; d. in the 
city of Lulea 30 April 1778. 
82. KNUTSSON, Eric, b. 1700; d. in Sunderbyn 6 May 1791. 
83. OLOFSDOTTER, Anna, b. in Sunderbyn 1699; d. in Sunderbyn 27 July 1782. 
84. JOHANSSON, Johan, b. in Rutvik 1702; d. in Rutvik 30 Sept. 1780; m. in Rutvik 25 
Nov. 1725 
85. ANDERSDOTTER, Brita. 
98. ANDERSSON, Hans Anders. 
99. OLOFSDOTTER, Karin. 
104. KNUTSSON, Knut, m. 28 May 1729 
105. OLOFSDOTTER, Brita, b. ca. 1713; d. 1792. 
106. NILSSON, Nils. 
107. JACOBSDOTTER, Anna. 
108. HINDRICKSSON, Jacob. 
109. JOHANSDOTTER, Christina. 
110. BERG, Nils Olofsson, b. in Ungnas ca. 1735; d. in Ungnas 1798; m. 26 Jan. 1752 
111. PARSDOTTER, Anna, b. in Ungnas; d. in Ungnas 19 Nov. 1796. 
124. JOHANSSON, Johan. 
125. CHRISTIANSDOTTER, Brita, b. 1686; d. in Mattsund 25 Nov. 1788. 
126. NILSSON, Pal. 
127. -, Brita. 
VII. 134. ANDERSSON, Anders, b. in Rutvik. 
135. - , Ingeborg. 
156. HACKZELL, Marten,4 b. 1674, sheriff in Lulea city; d. in Lulea 1725; m. 
157. PLANTIN, Annika (Anna), b., probably in Harnosand. 
158. MELLIN, Olof,5 b. in Bjartra Parish (Vn.) 24 Dec. 1664; clergyman in Lovanger Parish; 
d. 17 April 1715; m. 1700 
159. ASK, Magdalena,6 d. in Lovanger 14 March 1722. 
220. BERG, Olof. 
VIII. 312. HACKZELIUS, Anders Larsson,7 b. in Hacksta Parish (Upps.); student at the U. of 
Uppsala 1653; clergyman in Holm Parish (Upps.); d. in Holm 1681; m. 1671 
313. BORLING, Birgitta (Brita),8 d. 1710. 
314. PLANTIN, Nicolaus Olai,9 b. in Umea Parish (Vbn.) 24 Jan. 1629; student at the U. of 
Uppsala 1645; clergyman in Nederlulea 1681; d. in Lulea 1685; m. 1660 
315. STEUCHIUS, Christina, 10 b. 6 March 1642; d. in Solleftea 1718. 
316. OLOFSSON, Johan,11 farmer in lnholm, Bjartra Parish (Vn.); m. 
317. HAKANSDOTTER, Brita. 12 
318. ASK, Johannes Nicolai, 13 b. in Ullanger Parish (Vn.) 1625; student at the U. of Uppsala 
1660; clergyman in Nordingra Parish (Vn.); was still living in 1681; m. 1668 
319. SALIN, Margareta. 14 
IX. 624. ERIKSSON, Lars, 15 farmer in Hacksta Parish, was living 14 March 1667 but was dead 
before 1681. 
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628. NJURENIUS, Olof Petri, 16 b. Njurunda Parish (Vn.) 1580; student at the U. of Uppsala 
1599; clergyman in Umea Country Parish 1619; d. 24 Sept. 1645; m. ca. 1625 
629. ZACHRISDOTTER, Magdalena (Malin), 17 b. I Sept. 1604. 
630. STEUCHIUS, Petrus, 18 b. in Speteby, Lerbo Parish (Sod.) 8 May 1605; student at the U. 
of Uppsala 1624; bishop of Harnosand Diocese 1647; d. 16 Dec. 1683; m. 21 Sept. 1635 
Ancestor Tables 
63 I. ILSBODIN A, Brita. 19 
636. --, Nils,20 sexton in Ullanger Parish. 
638. SALIN, Elias Jonsson,21 sheriff and innkeeper at Saltaker, Nordingra Parish. 
639. HALFVARSDOTTER, Segri.22 
X. 1248. BENGTSSON, Erik,23 mentioned 1610 as residing in Uppeby, Hacksta Parish. 
1256. GESTRICIUS, Petrus Olai,24 b. in Gavle; clergyman in Umea; d.in Umea 1607; m. 
1257. NILSDOTTER, Malin,25 b. in. Gavle; was still living in 1624. 
1258. JONAE, Zacharias,26 clergyman in Sjalevad Parish (Vn.); d. 1638; m. 
1259. BURE, Malin Engelbertsdotter,27 b. in Sjalevad I Oct. 1581 ; was still living in 1668. 
1260. ST6K, Erik Pedersson,28 chief bailiff in Sodermanland. 
126 1. NILSDOTTER, Maria,29 b. in Nykoping. 
1262. ILSBODINUS, Mattias Georgii, 30 b. in Halsingland 1578; clergyman in Jader Parish 
(Sod .) 1622; d. in Jader 1641; m. 161 I 
1263. - , Birgitta, 31 b. 1594; d. 1638. 
XI. 2512. MARTENSSON, Olof,32 city councillor in Gavle. 
2514. ---, Nils,33 mayor of Gavle. 
2518. BURE, Engelbertus Laurentii,34 b. 1542; clergyman in Nederlulea 1613; d. 1621; m. 
2519. ANDERSDOTTER, Elisabeth,35 b. 6 Sept. 1549; d . in Sjalevad 9 Oct. 1597. 
XII. 5036. SVENONIS, Laurentius,36 b. 1507 (?); clergyman in Sabra Parish; d. 1579; m. 1541 
5037. JANZONIA, Margareta Engelbertsdotter.37 
5038. OLAI, Andreas, 38 b. in Uppsala 3 March 1512; clergyman in Skelleftea(Vbn) 1544; d. 3 
March 1569; m. 
5039. BUREA, Anna Andersdotter,39 d. 30 April 1583. 
XIII. 10072. PEDERSSON, Sven40 (?), governor of the province of Medel pad (?), m. 
10073. BOOSDOTTER, Margareta41 from Halsingland. 
10076. TIMMERMAN, Olof,42 res. in Uppsala. 
10078. af BURE, Anders Jacobsson.43 
Notes 
1 Except where otherwise noted , all of the material has been taken from the parish records of Lulea Parish (Norr.). 
2According to Leonard Bygden, Hiirnosands stifts herdaminne, I-IV (Uppsala and Stockholm 1923- 1926), II , p . 162 
Esaias Hackzell was a surveyor, which is verified by Viktor Ekstrand, Svenska landtmiitare (Umea and Uppsala 
1896- 1903), p. 48. 
3Ibid . 
4Gustaf Elgenstierna, Svenska sliitkalendern , Vol. IX, 1927, p. 264. 
5Bygden, II, p . 162. 
6Ibid. 
1Svenska sliiktkalendern , 1927, p. 263. 
8Ibid . 
9Bygden , II, p. 207. 
10Ibid . p. 208. 
11 Bygden , II, p. 162. 
12Ibid . 
13 Bygden , II, p. 333. 
14Ibid . 
15Svenska sliiktkalendern , 1927, p. 263. 
16Bygden, IV, pp . 214-216. 
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17lbid ., Ill, p. 278. 
18Jbid., I, pp . 3-7. 
19lbid., p . 7. 
2osygden, II, p. 333. 
21 Ibid., II, pp. 15 I, 333. 
22 lbid . 
23Svenska sliiktkalendern, 1927, p. 263. 
24Bygden, IV, p. 211. 
25Ibid. 
26Bygden, Ill, p. 278. 
27lbid. 
28Bygden, l, p. 3. 
29 lbid . 
3°K.A. Hagstrom, Strengniis stifts herdaminne, I-IV (Strangnas 1897-1901), III, pp. 587-588. 
31 lbid. 
J2Bygden, IV, p. 211. 
33 lbid. 
34Bygden, II, pp. 199-201. 
35Ibid., p. 201. 
J6Bygden, IV, pp. 94-95. 
37Ibid., p. 95. 
J8Bygden, III, pp. 300-302. 
39Ibid., p. 302. 
4DBygden, IV, p. 94. 
41 lbid. 
42Bygden, Ill, p. 300. 
43 lbid., p. 302. 
A Bible Inscription 
In a Swedish Bible, printed in Stockholm (no date given) and located at the 
American Swedish Institute in Minneapolis is the following inscription on the 
inside of the front cover, here translated into English: 
"Clara Mathilda Aberg, in memory of her Confirmation in the Church of 
Osthammar 27 April 1879. Died 2 June 1945. 
Petrus Sodergren, born 14 June 1862, died 24 March 1910, was married to 
Clara Mathilda Aberg, born 12 Feb. 1864. 
Daughter Klara Maria, born 1 Oct. 1891. 
Son John Petrus, born 29 Aug. 1893, died the same year. 
Daughter Elma Mathilda, born 6 June 1898, died the same year. 
Hugo E. Sonander, born 27 Sept. 1887, married 21 Jan. 1923 Klara Maria 
Sodergren. 
Son Sven Hugo born and died in Nov. 1924." 
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Queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be listed here 
free of charge on a "space-available basis." The editor reserves the right to edit the 
question to conform to the general format. 
Swanson 
I am looking for information on my grandmother, her ancestors and relatives 
living in Sweden. Hilma Caroline Swanson emigr. ca. 1882 and in 1892 m. Sigurd 
Kirkeby in CO. In 1924 her sister Emilie Svensson was res. at Drottninggatan 176, 
Helsingborg and in 1929 her address was Bergslagsgatan 47, Norrkoping. Emilie 
had two dau.-Gerda Belander Olsson and Oliva Thomasson. There was also a 
brother Herman. 
La Verne K. Knous 
13223 Aleppo Drive 
Sun City West, AZ 85375 562 
Berglund 
I am seeking information on Axel Berglund, who arr. in Chicago ca. 1910 
from Sweden. I know very little about him, except that he was a member of a 
religious group named the Rocicrucians. He res. in 1910 with a family named 
Charles Snell at 1745 N. Kimball Avenue and that hem. Judith Snell, with whom 
he had as. Carl Henry Gunnar Berglund, b. ca. 1911-1915. Can anyone help? 
Ms. Deb Martensen 
4939 Ammon Road North 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 563 
Andersson, Nilsdotter, Nilsson 
We arc searching for the descendants of the following distant relatives: 
Nils Petter Andersson, b. in Sweden 16 Aug. 1831; d. in Sweden 1888. His 
wife, Johanna Nilsdotter, b. 20 Sept. 1829, emigr. to Chicago 15 April 1891. There 
were three children: 
1. Thilda Lovisa Nilsdotter, b. 5 Dec. 1853; emigr. to the U.S. from Vetlanda 
Parish (Jon.) 17 May 1872. 
2. Carl Emil Frithiof Nilsson, b. 27 Feb. 1860; emigr. to New York 10 March 
1880. 
3. Gustaf Reinhold Nilsson, b. 21 June 1865; emigr. to Chicago 15 April 1891. 
R.D.Nelson 
5408 South Brandon 
Seattle,WA 98118 564 
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Rosberg 
Bengt Rosberg, tailor, b. in Skane in Nov. 1860, emigr. to the U.S. 1885. He 
m. a Danish woman named Mary, b. in Feb. 1861. Their children, all b. in NE were 
Arthur A., b. Feb. 1890; Mable, b. April 1893; Earl, b. March 1895 and Walter, b. 
March 1899. Last known address was 4010 Ohio Street, Omaha, NE. 
Greta J. Barresi 
15 Nutter Road 
North Reading, MA O 1864 565 
Larsson, Winum 
Benedikta (Betty) Larsson, b. in Skane, emigr. to the U.S. at the turn of the 
century. Shem. Edvard Winum, with whom she had children Anthony, Esther, 
Benedikta, Helen Ragnhild, Artur Edvard and a baby, without a name, b. 1902. 
The last known address of the family was in 1908,-when they lived at 1314 Faxon 
Street, Superior, WI. 
Greta J. Barresi 
15 Nutter Road 
North Reading, MA O 1864 566 
Andersson, Martensson, Pehrsdotter 
I am looking for information concerning Ola, son of Anders Martensson, 
who could have used the name Anderson or Martinson in the U.S. His mother's 
name was Anna Pehrsdotter. Ola was b. in 1832 and emigr. to the U.S. around the 
time of the Civil War. He was never heard from again. Two of his brothers 
emigr.-Pehr August m. Annie and settled in Portland, ME and Marten, a farmer, 
settled in NE, where he d. childless. 
Greta J. Barresi 
15 Nutter Road 
North Reading, MA O 1864 567 
Kling 
My grandfather, August Kling, b. in Stenbacken, Axtorp, Varola Parish 
(Skar.) 31 July 1839 emigr. to the U.S. ca. 1865. His father was Lars Kling, whom. 
three times and had a total of 22 children. His mother was Lena J onsdotter. If 
anyone can help with finding the date of his arrival in the U.S., I would appreciate 
it very much. • 
Alan L. Kling 
17 Old Nassau Road 




We need help in locating some of our relatives or their descendants who 
emigr. to the U.S. from Vetlanda Parish (Jon.). Johanna Nilsdotter, b. 20 Sept. 
1829, was m. to Nils Peter Andersson, b. I 6 Aug. I 831. The husband died in 
Sweden in 1888. The wife emigr. to Chicago 15 April I 891 together with hers., 
Gustaf Reinhold Nilsson, b. 21 June 1865. Two children had emigr. earlier- a 
dau., Thilda Lovisa Nilsdotter, b. 5 Dec. I 853, emigr. 17 May 1872 and as., Carl 
Emil Frithiof Nilsson, b. 27 Feb. 1860, emigr. to NY 10 March 1880. 
R.D.Nelson 
5408 South Brandon 
Seattle, WA 98118 569 
Sundberg, Videen 
I am looking for information, including descendants, on Christina 
Sundberg, b. in Linneryd Parish (Kron.) 24 Jan. 1834. She emigr. to the U.S. in 
1859, coming first to Chisago Co., MN. After I 870 she evidently left Minnesota 
and moved to Nebraska, where she m. a man named Sundberg (her maiden 
name was Christina Niclasdotter Videen). In 1907 she was still alive, living 
somewhere in Nebraska. I would like to know what happened to her after 1870. 
Jay W. Liedman 
18700 Tri-County Road, N.E. 
Paynesville, MN 56362 570 
Vastergotland Clergy 
I would like to share information with other researchers of I 6th-18th 
century bishops and clergy of Skara in Vastergotland and surrounding 
areas-names such as Bjerchenia, Bjerbius, Gyltbackia, Hasenmuller, Kalf, 
Kempe, Magni, Pauli, Petri, Svenonis, Svart, Torstani and Unge. 
Loren R.J ohnson 
326 East Kent 
Missoula, MT 5980 I 571 
Sederholm, Cederholm, Anderson 
Can anyone give me a clue as to where my ancestors came from in Sweden? 
My great grandfather was Gustav Sederholm, whose father was named Rasmus. 
Gustav was b. 18 June 1852 and arr. in the U.S. 30 April 1878 aboard the S.S. 
Pomerania from Hamburg, Germany with his wife, Emma Anderson, b. 16 
June 1851. They had been m. in Sweden in 1873 or 1874. They brought two 
children-Charles Augustus, b. 26 Dec. 1874 and Anna, b. 7 Aug. 1875. Emma 
may have been pregnant with as., Frank Albert, b. 5 Oct. 1878. They also had a 
dau., Dorothy, b. 7 Oct. 1884 in Gallitzin Co., PA. In the 1880 Federal Census the 
family was living in Decatur, PA and in 1893-1894 the family res. in Hastings, PA. 
In 1895 the family moved to Belt, MT, where Emma d. 3 May 1914. After hiss., 
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Charles Augustus d. 8 Jan. 1921, Gustav moved to Douglas Co., OR. He 
remarried Hilda Haverson and d. in Douglas Co. 3 Jan. 1932. 
Evelyn V. Sturm 
19007 Aloe Court 
Sun City West, AZ 85375 572 
Ljunggren 
What happened to the following family which emigr. from Nasby Parish 
(6re.) 9 June 1877 but cannot be found in the police lists in Goteborg? 
Carl Magnus Ljunggren, b. in Nasby 19 Jan. 1829. 
Wife - Carolina Aronsdotter, b. in Linde Parish (6re.) 29 Nov. 1830. 
Dau. - Carolina Wilhelmina, b. in Nasby 27 July 1865. 
Dau. - Hilma Gustafva, b. in Nasby 2 Nov. 1868. 
Dau. - Augusta Amalia, b. in Nasby 21 Dec. 1871. 
Elisabeth Thorsell 
Hastskovagen 45 
175 39 Jarfalla, SWEDEN 
Persson, Knutsdotter 
573 
Knut Persson was b. in Sweden 23 March 1795 and d. in Veberod Parish 
(Malm.) 16 May 1853. IshethefatherofElna, b. in Veberod 17 April 1836andd. in 
Hoor 4 Oct. 1907? 
Betty Jane Larson 
2943 South 94th Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53227 574 
Lindenmayer, Lundenmeyer, Lindmyr 
George Lindenmayer (1701-1765) m. at Holy Trinity (Old Swedes) Church in 
Wilmington, DE 30 May 1731 Judith Justis, widow of Henrie Mansson. The 
couple lived in Southwark, Philadelphia Co., PA (see Gregory B. Keen, The 
Descendants of Joran Kyn of New Sweden (Philadelphia 1913), p. 96 n.) When did 
he emigr. and who were his parents? 
Koert D. Burnham 
"Highlands" 
Keeseville, NY 12944 575 
Melin, Mellin, Melyn 
George Melin, a native of Sweden, m. 1 June 1760 Christina Lindenmeyer, 
dau. of George and Judith Lindenmeyer. They lived on the south side of Christian 
Street, between Front and Swanson Streets in Philadelphia, where Mrs. Melin 
owned several houses. 
Any background data on George Melin will be appreciated. 
Koert D. Burnham 
"Highlands" 
Keeseville, NY 12944 576 
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Regen t of '.:> weden I 2Sll- 1200 
Hotel Birger Jarl 
Stockholm 
Make Our Hotel Your 
Headquarters 
While Searching Your 
Roots in Sweden. 
252 rooms with bath/shower, TV and radio. 
Conference rooms for groups from 10 to 17 5 persons. 
Private banquet facilities for 225 guests. 
Cafeteria - garage. 
Centrally located - T ulegatan 8 at Jarlaplan. 
Address: Box 19016, S-10432 Stockholm, Sweden. 
Telephone + 46 8 1510 20. 






Scandinavia is our home. We offer more flights to 
Scandinavia year-round than any other airline. 
We fly non stop from New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 
and Seattle with convenient connections to cities 
throughout Scandinavia. 
Ask your travel agent about SAS' vacation packages, 
frequent schedules and low air fares or calJ SAS, 
toll free 1-800-221-2350 . 
..TAJ: 
SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES 
